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A Campus Tour
MSU campus abounds
in unexplained oddities
It is a shame to hear people say
that Morehead State University's
campus is drab. Jaded campus veterans gripe that they are tired of
walking around University Lake
five times a week; distraught
from reading the Moonlight
Schoolhouse plaque till their eyes
blur. Even the renowned MSU Bald
Eagle, preserved in his glass case at
the University Center, hath lost his
charm according to some lost souls.
Yet, day after day they pass campus
sights such as "The Stairs to
Nowhere" and "The Cartmell
Thing" without a second thought
about their purpose or origin.
Armed with a sense of adventure,
and a taste of nostalgia, one can
take an unofficial campus tour that
will unveil a new world of the curious and odd.
Put on your walking shoes and
begin your tour on Henry Ward
Place, which overlooks the University and offers a pleasant view of
. Morehead and the surrounding
hills. Henry Ward, along with Ward
Oates Drive, has a long tradition as
a meeting spot for friends. At one
time there were plans to build an
apartment complex at the end of
Henry Ward, but they were shelved
when the University went into the
trailer business.
On Henry Ward Place one finds
"The Stairs to Nowhere," a long
flight of concrete steps leading uphill with no apparent destination.
Some people make the climb to
find a small, once-cleared patch of
ground that is now spotted with
tree seedlings. Rumors abound
concerning the site. Some say it
was intended for yet another dormitory named Mignon, and there
are always the crazies who suspect
UFO's and/or the CIA.
Actually, "The Stairs to
4

Nowhere" once provided access to
the clearing which was originally
developed as an ROTC drill and
marching field. The renovation of
Button Auditorium for such ROTC
requirements left the site purposeless and ignored. No plans have
been offered for its future, but the
place makes a nice picnic spot during the warm months.
Heading down from Henry Ward
Place, one should head for the architectural marvel known as Reed
Hall, stopping by for a visit to the
cemetary located behind the imposing concrete monolith. Many of the
tombstones located there were
hand-carved and date back to the
1800's.

The interesting tombstone inscriptions might hold your attention for a while, but eventually one
can't help wonder about "The
Building With the Holes." Why
does Reed Hall look as if a drunken
construction worker went wild
with a pogo stick for his idea of decorative walls? Reed was built by
an Alabama firm called Tennco.
The "holes," which appear in a
regular pattern on the exterior
walls, are common to poured concrete walls of this type, a result of
wooden rods that are used to keep
the forms in place.
Usually the depressions left in
the walls are filled in and smoothed
over, but the Tennco designer involved with the Reed project
thought the pattern would be attractive left on. His aesthetic taste
remains a subject of debate among
Moreheadians.
Venture inside the building and
you will discover the entrance to
the housed bridge connecting Reed
to the Lloyd Cassity building, a
passage with peculiarities all its
own. Since the two structures did

-

not match up according to floor
heights, the bridge slopes at a
downward angle from Reed to the
Cassity building, making it difficult
for people using wheelchairs to
negotiate the ramp at a cautious
rate of speed.
The most peculiar aspect of the
bridge is the wooden handrail that
the thoughtful architect included.
Someone followed the blueprints
too closely, however, as the handrail was installed level, rather than
following the angle of the floor .
The result is a rail that is approximately two and one half feet from
the floor at the Reed end, and
reaches a height of some four and
one half feet at the Cassity side.
This wonder will provide a sense of
disorientation for future walkers
who unconsciously use it.
Leaving Reed Hall we can take a
stroll down memory lane, beginning with inscription located on the
south side of Senff Natatorium, also
commonly termed "The Pool."
Crowning the south wall are the
stone words, flanked by two mock
towers and two blue tile swimmers
fixed in a diving position: "This
Swimming Pool Is Dedicated To
The Ideal Of A Clean And Vigorous
Youth. The Senff Natatorium." The
message harks back to the days
when a typical student began the
day with a bowl of Wheaties and a
visit to the chapel, followed by hard
studying, 20 laps at the pool, and
topped off with a malt at the soda
shoppe before hitting the sack early.
On the other side of Button
Auditorium is another remnant of
days gone by - a quaint water
fountain nestled in the hill in front
of Fields Hall. As part of the construction of Fields the fountain is
more than 50 years old and consists
of a recessed back wall and holding

pool made of rough hewn stone and
mortar. When the fountain worked,
water spurted from the three little
iron sea creatures at the base of the
wall, and live goldfish actually
swam in the pond at one time.
The fountain is not permanently
out of order; in fact plans are in the
works to have it operating again
soon, providing an idyllic campus
focal point once more. The problem
does not lie in the plumbing, but in
the walls themselves, as time and
weather have caused leaks to develop. Last year water-proofing
material was applied without success. Plans call for a new poured
concrete wall to seal the pool.
Thus, the fountain might be saved
from being turned into a flower
garden as was once proposed.
Heading east we come across two
memorials, one to those students
"Who Have Given Their Lives In
The Defense Of Freedom;" the
other to the past. The "War Memorial," as it is sometimes called features a bronze eagle on a stone
pedestal on which the dedicatory
plaque is affixed. The monument
was originally ordered, but not
paid for, by the Student Government Association in 1966. Bill
Bradford, now MSU director of
admissions, ran for SGA president
in 1968 and pledged to have it installed. Some students were opposed to using the newly instigated
$2 activities fee to pay for the memorial, so Bradford made sure the
funds came from profit making activities such a~ beanie sales and
dances.
The large cement base for the
pedestal, including two benches
with "MSU" inscribed on each of
the legs, was designed and built by
University buildings and grounds
empkJyes. With the SGA having to
pay only for the ordered monument and the cost of materials for
the platform, the total project cost
less than $2000.
While most students and faculty
assume the message applies to students who died in military service,
Bradford, who penned the inscription along with the late Vice President Roger L. Wilson, will point

- D.M. BYRD

out that it specifically states "In Defense of Freedom." Thus, one could
conceivably apply it to those students who died at Kent State as
well as those who died in a war.
Next to the monument lies a concrete slab with a bronze plate, the
visible top of a time capsule that
was constructed in 1956, when
Morehead celebrated its centennial.
Included in the concrete vault are
memorabilia of the era such as a
centennial edition of the Rowan
County News, a college catalog,
blueprints of city and university
territory at the time, photographs of
buildings and landmarks, and other
general information. The capsule
will be opened in 2006, when the
county celebrates its sesquicentennial. The capsule was originally
placed next to the Johnson Camden
Library, approximately in the middle of where the Julian Carroll Library Tower now stands. Ironically,
the Centennial Committee in 1956
considered this spot the least likely
to be disturbed. The capsule should
be safe in its new location, barring
any unforseeable calamities.
Further down campus, in front of
Allie Young Hall, stands another
water fountain, except this one was

The Cartmell thing, above, was originally a base for a large crane. The
drinking fountain below, in front of
Allie Young Hall has not worked for
years.

faces .
Lying right next to the water
fountain is the original cornerstone
to Burgess Hall, the first campus
building constructed of brick and
stone . Completed in 1902, the
structure was named after the presidentof the Christian Woman ' s
Board of Missions , the organization
which ran the Morehead Normal
School at that time. The first floor
of Burgess Hall was used for classrooms, and an auditorium that seated 500 was on the second floor.
The basement was used for the
printing plant and library of some

for drinking purposes. It was donated to the University in 1955 by
the Morehead Normal School Club.
While it appears relatively new the stainless steel bowl and spout
still shine - the landmark has not
worked for years. Frozen pipes ,
vandalism, and general abuse are
the main culprits. While it serves
no useful purpose, except as a reminder of the MNS Club's generosity, the fountain is always good for
a laugh as each semester thirsty
freshmen are seen trying to milk a
drop from it, only to slink away
with an embarrassed flush on their
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The Burgess Hall corner stone,
above, from an old dormitory, is
located in front of Allie Young Hall.
The holes in the walls of B.F. Reed
Hall, left, were left by concrete
forms.
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2000 volumes . Burgess Hall was
torn down to make room for the
.new library in 1930.
Whether it be a surviving remnant of the University's heritage,
or mysterious buildings and objects, the MSU campus is full of
such artifacts that stick to the
periphery of our consciousness.
Each has a story all its own.
In the same sense, many of the
stories have not left visible reminders; yet for the trivia lover and the
curious , some traces are left. For instance, where the Laughlin Complex now stands was once the site
of the original Jayne Memorial
Stadium, including football and
baseball fields. While this might
not be news, few people remember
the unusual feature of the track that
encircled the football field. Out of
an error in judgement, or perhaps
as a matter of convenience, the outside lane of the track was blocked
by two light poles. Certainly someone, at sometime, came up with the
strategic move of trying to box an
opposing runner on that outside
lane.
The University's first tennis
courts we~~ located approximately
where Carmell Hall now stands.
Also in the same vicinity, across
from Butler Hall, were some old,
two-story Army barracks converted
into apartments for marrieds.
Called "Vet's Village," the housing
was the predecessor of the quaint
little student community of
Riceville.
Yes, one could graduate from
Morehead State and miss out on so
much. Did you know that University Lake, the rumored retreat for
devil worshippers, anglers, and
wayward youth, actually has four
names? Besides the one already
mentioned, the pond may also be
correctly referred to as Eagle Lake,
Evans Branch Reserve, and Clements Lake.
Speaking of Evans Branch, that is
the name of the little stream that
runs from the lake through campus,
under Baird Hall and on down to
Triplett Creek. It is a fact that at certain times of the year one can successfully fish from it.

Enough of trivia - the unofficial
tour must be ended. · What better
spot than "The Cartmell Thing ," an
enormous block of concrete with
four rising pillars in each corner
which sits close to the south stairway of Cartmell Hall. The "Thing"
once served as a base for the gigantic crane used in constructing
Cartmell, then referred to as " Men 's
Dormitory Number Seven." The
contractors, Frank Messer and
Sons , foresaw the light of golden
opportunity during the college enrollment boom of the '60s. At the
time the University planned to construct one or more towers identical
to Cartmell side by side (yes ,
named Number Eight, Number
Nine, ad infinitum) to ease the
housing crunch.
Messer was not foolish; by placing the permanent base in a position from which the crane would
reach the others, he figured he had
the certain advantage over other
bidding contractors. There was
even a chance of four towers with a
cafeteria joining them. The crane
base was built, at no small expense,
Number Seven was finished , and
then the dream ended.
Although the drawings were
completed for Number Eight, by the
time the bids went out for construction , emollment was peaking and
the additional dormitories unnecessary. Messer lost out on the
dream and the base stands as a tribute to what could have been, had
the law of demographics not caught
up with the plans. At one time the
University considered breaking it
down, but the expense was greater
than what a few parking spaces
would merit.
This tour is not meant to be complete, for everyone has favorite
points of interest. Such a popular
attraction as the 235 million-yearold "Giant Fossil" in Lappin Hall
was omitted because it is listed in
official University brochures. A
true search, aided by the imagination and a keen eye for what appears insignificant, can result in
the discovery of many new
worlds.
- GREG LOOMIS

Senff Natorium, above, is dedicated "to the ideal of a clean and vigorous youth."
The Eagle monument, below, is dedicated to students who have died in defense of
freedom.
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The Earth:
Are we losing the battle?

Dr. Jerry Howell
speaks out

Believe it or not, the Earth may be
losing the ecology race so badly, we
could be completely out of the race
by the turn of the century, according to Dr. Jerry F. Howell , Jr., director of environmental studies at
MSU.
Losing the ecology race may not
mean the end of human life on
Earth, but it will certainly cause a
drastic change in Earth lifestyle,
along with the death of billions of
people, said Dr. Howell.
"I am not extremely optimistic
about the population (explosion)
picture when you consider the
world in total, but neither am I totally pessimistic," he explained.
He said people of Earth may
begin to control their population
growth before it reaches the magic
number of eight billion - twice our
current population - by the year
2000. In his opinion, the Earth is
not capable of supporting eight
billion people, since 10 to 20 million people presently die each year
of malnutrition and related causes.
"There is no widespread movement - just a feeble start. Few
8

countries (East Germany, France,
and a couple of others) have lowered their population in modern
recorded time, " Dr. Howell added.
He believes the people of Earth
have three choices regarding the
Earth's overpopulation . We can
drastically modify our current
population growth, level off population growth gradually , or permit
Earth's population to reach eight
billion by the year 2000 and witness (or participate in) a sudden
population decrease when food is
in short supply.
None of the choices are easy, because each requires a great amount
of sacrifice from the people of the
Earth. So far, he has seen only
meager efforts. He believes there is
a certain education factor involved
in the delay.
"Education is such a slow , painful process. You can spend half
your lifetime teaching ecology in
college, secondary and elementary
schools , and then you realize there
are thousands more you cannot
reach," said Dr. Howell.
The ecology education of the

masses in the United States began
in 1969 with the so-called "Ecology
Movement" - 100 years after Ernst
Haeckel coined the word. From the
Greek word meaning "house",
ecology literally means "house
study."
Today, ecology is considered the
science of interrelationships of
plants and animals , including man.
Ecology movements have developed throughout the other industrial countries of the Earth.
Dr. Howell said the 1969 "Ecology Movement" actually effected
very little change.
"It was a young movement - a
protest movement - and it was
only partially successful," he said.
The old ecologists excluded man
from their studies. They did only
the basic biological work for ecology.
The new ecologists, Drs . Paul
Ehrlich, Barry Commoner, and
Rene Dubois, included man in their
studies, and can best be described
as the popularizers . Ecology became a household word as a science and philosophy, he said.

"When the EPA first started they were shooting in the
dark."

" In those early years (1969) people knew what the term meant you overcome one hurdle right
there," Dr. Howell said.
The Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA), formed in the
United States in 1970, was a direct
result of the ecology movement.
"When EPA first started, they
were shooting in the dark. They did
not know how much pollutants
should or should not be in the air or
water," Dr. Howell explained.
EP A first set limits by trial and
error. If the pollutant limits proved
correct in the long run , they were
accepted - if not, they went back
to the drawing board, he said.
Now, he believes EPA has matured. Because of tests made mainly
since 1969 , they now know the
harmful affects of most standard
chemicals, and how to handle
them. For example , if a chemical
spill occurs, EPA quickly assigns
the proper agency the cleanup operation and the safety monitoring
operation.
Dr. Howell sees EPA as a kind of
"benevolent dictator" trying to protect our health in a realistic manner.
" A lot of people think EPA is out
to gouge American industry, but
they really are not, although the
media gives that impression," he
said.
EPA is actually operating at a
60-65 percent efficiency level.
American business and industry
are resisting even at this level, he
said, because equipment which reduces air and water pollution is expensive .
Another factor is public resistance in the form of environmental
backlash, since product price in10

creases announced by industry are
usually justified by emphasizing
the high cost of the control equipment. In reality, said Dr. Howell,
only a small percentage of the increase can be blamed on this cost.
Congress has also reduced EPA
efficiency by enacting more environmental laws than the EPA's
strained budget can enforce. For
example, he said, the Safe Drinking
Water Act of 1974 and its 41 quality
standards are still not effectively
enforced due to a manpower shortage.
Mankind committed many
ecological blunders long before
EPA was created. Many of those
were related to importation of exotic animals and plants to new environments for well-intended purposes. Dr. Howell refers to some of
these as "horror stories."

"They (animals and plants) did
not behave in the expected manner
at all; in fact, they did a complete
turnaround in some cases," he said.
Consider the American chestnut
tree, once a plentiful tree in Appalachia and much of the northern
and middle Atlantic coastal areas.
Valued for its high quality wood,
this tree is now nearly extinct because of a parasitic tree fungus imported on the Chinese chestnut
tree.
In 1910 Chinese chestnut trees
were imported for a Long Island,
New York, estate for its beautification. Because of this, 99 per cent of
the American chestnut trees on the
east coast died within 50 years, said
Dr. Howell.
Apparently, he said, as it
evolved, the Chinese chestnut tree
developed a resistance to the parasite, while the American chestnut
has not.
Another "horror story" began in
the early 1800's on the island of
Jamaica, in the British West Indies.
After rats from onboard sailing
cargo ships overpopulated the island, the Jamaicans realized their
once rat-free paradise was spoiled.
To destroy the rats and native cobras, said Dr. Howell, the Jamaicans
imported a population of mongooses - wild, vicious Indian
weasels.
However, Dr. Howell said, the
mongoose discovered much easier
prey on the bountiful island - like
the farmer's chickens . The rats and
snakes continued to flourish. To rid
Jamaica of the menacing mongoose,
the islanders imported large army
ants from Africa to sting the mongoose young to death before they
matured.

"We think of them as pests. They are simply intelligent
pests taking advantage of a situation created for them."

This plan also backfired, because
the mongoose young matured too
fast to be killed. Instead, the African
army ants killed the young of other
small mammals on the island. To
rid Jamaica of African army ants,
the islanders imported large,
poisonous toads.
Again, the plan failed when the
poisonous toads chose to live in
and around the water , while the
army ants lived primarily away
from water. To further complicate
the problem, the islander's dogs
were killed when they attempted to
eat the poisonous toads.
After about 100 years of frustrating efforts, the Jamaicans finally
realized animals should not be
transferred from one environment
to another without first investigating the animal's habits , said Dr.
Howell.
Mankind 's habits , even today ,
seem to occasionally incorporate
little forethought about future problems .
For the sake of more short-term
efficiency and profit, some forest
land is planted in a " monoculture"
- trees of only one species. This,
said Dr. Howell, exposes these
trees, usually pines, to more disease and insect problems.
Since many different trees are not
planted on the same acreage, the
forest does not have broad range
disease protection. Also , he said,
insects with a common diet are attracted in large numbers.
"You make a mecca for insects you create a little heaven for them,"
said Dr. Howell.
The "monoculture" disadvantages can also be applied to farm
land. Because of this, organic farming - planting a variety of crops on

the same acreage, using natural fertilizers, and applying no pesticides
- has increased.
He said organic farming produces better tasting , more nutritious food. Still many more farmers
use the "monoculture" methods,
because it is more efficient and
profitable in the short run.
"They have been ingrained with
the old 'plant all one crop idea'
where they spray for pests before
the pests appear, harvest the crop,
and make the money," Dr. Howell
said.
The "monoculture" farm method
is also partially responsible for the
"blackbird" problem every winter
in western Kentucky . The single
crops, planted over large acreages,
provide plenty of food for the more
than 20 million starlings, grackles,
sparrows, and other pest birds mi-

grating to Kentucky from the north
to gather in large flocks near their
food sources.
If several crops were grown together, there is a chance some of
the crops would not be attractive to
the birds, Or, to put it another way,
if the birds keep coming back, they
must like what is on the menu.
The farmer indirectly helps the
"blackbirds" even more when he
clears the forest needlessly. The
more aggressive pest birds quickly
dominate the native songbirds , said
Dr. Howell.
" We think of them as pests. They
are simple intelligent pests taking
advantage of a situation created for
them ," he explained.
Also, it can be ironically said,
that this "blackbird" problem was
needlessly caused. This is another
continuing " horror" story caused
this time by a circa 1890 Shakespeare freak, who insisted on importing every bird mentioned in
Shakespeare's plays.
According to Dr. Howell , the
government's "tergitol" spraying
program is continuing the "horror"
story and wasting the taxpayer's
money.
Tergitol , a commercial detergent,
is sprayed on the birds from
helicopters on cold, rainy nights .
The detergent removes oil from the
feathers , causing the birds to freeze
to death.
He believes the spraying has actually increased the size of the
flocks, since only the weaker 20
per cent is killed. When the flock
reproduces, it naturally compensates for the loss by overproducing
a genetically stronger bird - one
more able to survive. Spraying,
however, is not as wasteful as some
11

" . . Rats, given heavy poisons for several
generations, actually prefer poison to their regular
food."

of the previously tried solutions.
"It's like a comedy of errors to
tell the truth. In typical fashion,
we've gone from shooting them
with shotguns, playing their distress calls, exploding firecrackers,
making faces at them - anything
we could think of right off the bat,"
Dr. Howell said.
He believes the most easily attained and most humane solution
to the blackbird problem is a birth
control pill.
The three obstacles preventing
the use of his plan are as follows:
(1) There must be a way to insure
only blackbirds eat the pill. (2)
There must be a place to put the pill
that will not need strict supervision. (3) An effective birth control
pill must be developed.
Likewise, Dr. Howell said, we
must develop a birth control pill for
rats and, possibly, roaches. Major
problems in most of Earth's major
12

cities, these pests require too many
polluting pesticides to control.
The pesticides, by their nature,
cause more problems than they
solve. For instance, he said, today's
rats and roaches are harder to kill
than they were a few years ago. The
pesticides, in most cases, kill off
the weaker specimens, leaving the
stronger ones to produce a genetically stronger rat or roach. They
then require an even stronger pesticide.
Some rats even begin to like pesticides.
"In England they discovered that
rats given heavy poisons for several
generations actually prefer poison
to their regular food ," said Dr.
Howell.
According to him, exterminating
companies do not try to kill all of
the rats and roaches; they just try to
keep their population growth
under control. Otherwise, they

would put themselves out of business.
As exterminating compa n ies
"take care" of themselves, and so
does the rest of the Earth to various
degrees. It is closely related to Hardin's Law of the Commons, said Dr.
Howell.
According to this law, any resource owned in common tends to
deteriorate . Since the Earth is
commonly owned, it and it's resources tend to deteriorate.
For example, he said, the blue
whale once roamed the seas in
great numbers. Since they wer e
commonly owned, men from many
countries hunted them - to an excessive degree. Now their numbers
have decreased to near the point of
extinction.
If one were to examine most of
the Earth's commonly owned resources , he would see this happening. Consider the dormitories on
the MSU campus in relation to
energy use.
"We have a feeling our lights are
owned in common and the showers
are heated in common for all students. So we tend to leave the h ot
water running and our lights on
when we leave the room , because
they do not belong to us entirely,"
said Howell.
According to him, man causes
many ecology problems because he
is not as well adapted to the Earth
as other animals and plants. We are
able to survive only because of our
superior brain, which helps us discover ways to avoid destruction.
This, naturally, leads to overpopulation and abuse of the Earth's
resources, he said. We have a tendency to dominate, instead of living with the other animals an d

"In natural resources and food combined, one
American consumes about the same as 36 East
Indians."

plants.
The United States, by its very nature, dominates and lives off the
rest of the Earth, in regards to
energy and food use.
" In natural resources and food
combined, one American consumes
about the same as 36 East Indians,"
he said.
The overpopulated countries
now resist U.S . birth control advice. They tell us we should be first
to reduce our population and our
enormous wastes.
"We are all guilty, myself included." He points to the bookshelf: "There are three rows of
books that I do not absolutely need.
I would throw all of them out, but
one, if I had to," he said.
He explained further, "We want
refinements as a developed country, because we have the resources
and, perhaps, the political system.
We have added to these refinements to the point of draining the
natural energy resources of the
Earth."
Dr. Howell divides the countries
of the Earth into three categories:
(1) Developed - living off the rest
of the earth; (2) Well-off - surviving, but not lavishly; and (3) Poor
- dying of starvation.
When a nation is overpopulated,
it strips itself of food and is dependent on other humanitarian countries. However, he said, it soon
begins to strip the other countries
of food .
"It is a finite Earth. It is a spaceship Earth concept. We are all in it
together whether in India, Pakistan,
Mexico or Canada," said Dr. Howell.
Nothing will illustrate this better
than if a poor country should col-

lapse completely.
" Especially speaking of natural
resources and energy, including
wood, coal, iron, natural gas, oil the whole smear - then you will
have an effect on other countries,"
he said.
Overpopulation of the Earth also
increases the chances of war.
Reasons may include one as simple
as a country needing a place to
house its population. Overpopulation could even lead to a type of
nuclear blackmail, he said, depending on which countries have the
nuclear bomb.
Dr. Howell said much of the educated world believes accidents, war
and disease , in the form of plagues,
actually limit the Earth's population to an acceptable degree.
These, he explained, are population reduction myths. Even though
50,000 people are killed on U.S.
highways each year, and though

300,000 American soldiers were
killed in Vietnam, we must realize
it takes only two to three weeks for
50,000 babies to be born in the U.S.
Also, plagues today are rarely
more than small epidemics.
And, even if a plague reduced
India's population by 25 per cent,
in the long run its population
growth would quickly replace the
loss.
"To best describe India's population growth, I would say that if a
Boeing 747 jumbo jet took off once
every minute for 24 hours with a
plane full of Indians to repopulate
another country, India's population
would only stabalize, it would not
decrease ," Dr. Howell said.
To reduce the effect an overpopulated country has on the Earth's
ecology, he said, other countries
may activate a French concept
known as Triage. This concept, as
applied to countries , categorizes
13

"There may be a museum with a Cadillac. . . showing
people what fools their parents were."

individual nations as capable of
surviving without help, or not capable of surviving without help, or
not capable of surviving even if it
receives help.
As applied , he said, the only
countries receiving aid will be the
ones which could not otherwise
survive . Countries which will survive anyway and countries which
will not survive in any case would
not get any aid.
"I think there is a good possibility a country or population will be
written off, but I hope it happens
only once. It will be such a shock,
hopefully, it will spur other countries from falling into the same
trap," said Dr. Howell. He belives
drastic action should be taken to
reduce the Earth's population.
He explained, "I think there
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ought to be governmental planned
parenthood in every local government, down to the county level at
least, in the United States."
It may sound like a "big brother
takeover," he said, but it is the only
way to effectively organize a proper
system.
The uninformed consumer does
not understand fully the population planning functions of agencies
like the local health department,
the Department of Human Resources, or maybe even the local
drug store. Dr. Howell believes one
central location, staffed by trained
people with proper equipment and
facilities, would be better.
To promote the services, and to
overcome any inhibitions people
might have about coming to a federal population planning agency,

he said , we should advertise on
television, radio and in the print
media.
"Perhaps what they need is a
hero - like Joe Namath saying 'I
believe in planned parenthood - I
had a vasectony.' In other words,
somebody who is virile, who can
show there is nothing lost when
you have a vasectomy," Dr. Howell
said.
He hopes family size in the future
will be smaller on the average , and
a society where small is better will
take the place of today's "more and
bigger" society.
To economize we will need
smaller cars with small Honda-type
engines, he said, designed for extra
good gas mileage - not extra
speed . Smaller , electric or solar
powered cars would also help reduce the energy crunch to come. He
predicts the high price of gasoline
will make the small , economical
car an absolute necessity.
"There may be a museum in
town with an old 1978 Cadillac in it
- showing people what fools their
parents were," he said.
Homes should be smaller and
better insulated. If possible, they
should have solar heating panels
facing south to take advantage of
the Sun's pollution free energy.
In short, basic changes must be
made in the American lifestyle and
our priorities must be altered.
Dr. Howell concluded, "To survive, we must begin to place more
emphasis on conservation, and develop a respect for the Earth. Our
activities in every part of life
should be kept in proper perspective to our fragile ecology."
- G.W. SHEEHAN

~

A few notes about Dr. Jerry
Howel l:
Dr. Jerry F. Howell, Jr., a native of
Eastern Kentucky, came to MSU in
1972 as director of environmental
studies. The environmental studies
program, which has 85 majors and
24 minors, began as a minor in
1973. The major was introduced in
1974.

He received his Ph.D. in aquatic
ecology from the University of
Tennessee, a master's degree in biology from Eastern Kentucky University, and bachelor's degrees in
wildlife management and forest
management from North Carolina
State University.
Howell worked as a forester and
wildlife manager in the Black Hills
National Forest in South Dakota for
two years.
His series of newspaper articles
dealing with "Our Fragile Earth "
appears in more than 50 weekly
newspapers. He began the series in
1974.

In 1972, Dr. Howell received a
$43,000 federal grant to study the
status of environmental awareness
in Kentucky. The Department of
Health , Education and Welfare
awarded him $30 ,000 in 1973 to
disseminate environmental education materials and to produce television programs.
He serves on various state committees involved with science ,
energy and the environment, and
he has presented numerous papers
and speeches on these topics . He
heads the University's energy conservation committee.
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George T.
Young
- 46 years
at

George T. Young
Why would a college professor
spend 46 years associated with a
campus community? If you 're
George T . Young , the answer is
easy. He carne here, liked it and
stayed.
The associate professor of political science became associated with
the University in 1932. Starting as a
teacher at the Robert J. Breckinridge Training School in April of
that year, he has become a legend
in his own time in the eyes of those
who work with him and those who
admire him.
Born in neighboring Owingsville
in 1908, Young tells why there is a
close connection between him and
16

this area. "I've always been conservative and Morehead is as close to
my native horne as I can get without being back there ," he said . "I
wanted to be close to my parents
when 1 started out, that's why 1
chose this area."
Prior to becoming a professor, he
was a very well-rounded person
even in younger years. A common
practice during his youth was the
observance of Torn Thumb weddings.
" When 1 was three or four I was
in a Torn Thumb wedding. That
was in 1911 or 1912. But 1 remember it well, because everybody
was dressed as if it was the real

MSU

thing . I was the groom and the
bride 1 had that day is still living
today," he said , smiling.
Young is a jolly man - a
grandfather-like image to those
who have not had the opportunity
to meet him and a friend to those
who love him.
Although he doesn't like to make
public speaking appearances, he is
not lost for words or stories telling
of the days of yester-year.
"I may be the first person in this
area to play on a radio program.
You see, my father took me to
Louisville to play on WHAS when 1
was in the eighth grade . That was
when WHAS was in the old Louisville Courier-Journal building on
corner of Liberty and Third Street,"
he said.
"I remember that day because my
father had walked into the radio
station and told them that his son
could play the piano. The radio
people didn 't ask to see me or any-

Young Is seen here, center front, with one of his first classes at Brecklnrldge Training School
In t 935. The young man third from left in the front row is District Judge James Clay.

thing on that day, but when I went
there to play the next day , I had to
play in front of them before I was
allowed to play on the air."
"I guess the ironic thing about
the situation was that if I hadn 't
been good enough to play on the air
it would ~ ave all seemed like time
wasted - because they hadn't really told me that I wasn't on the air
when I was playing the first time in
front of those people ," Young said,
laughing.
During that 1923 radio appearance, Young recalls the citizens of
Owingsville telling him of how
they all gathered around a old
Atwater-Kent radio with a morning
glory horn so everyone could hear,
in the corner of one of the
townspeople 's garages.
"The plushness of the radio station was very impressive, because
that was the first time that I had
ever been on a carpeted floor in my
life - or least a floor that didn't

make noise every time you
walked," laughed the professor.
"But the plushness of the radio
surroundings didn't make up for
the static and the fading sounds the
people in Owingsvrlle heard on
that day.
The nimble-fingered boy still
made the people of his community
proud, but none were more proud
of those days than Young himself.
Young graduated from high
school in 1927. The most memorabl e recollection of thos e high
school days at the old Independence City School was on graduation night. Young was too nervous
to get the full enjoyment from
graduation because it fell on the
eve of Lindberg's flight across the
Atlantic.
Upon leaving high school in May
1927, Young entered Centre College in Danville in the fall of 1927.
College life had trying times for
the recently graduated high school

student. "The depression hit in the
middle of my college career. I
thought that I might have to quit
school, but I got lucky. I got a job
playing the piano at a silent movie
theatre for two dollars a day.
Young tickled the ivories to
finish paying for his college education and as unbelievable as it might
sound, never knew how to read
music until his later years of
adolescence.
"I also played in dance bands
while I was at Centre. The bands
were referred to as Centre 6 and
Centre 8. We played mostly for
"tea" dances, and spring formals.
Young pledged Phi Delta Theta
fraternity in the spring of 1928 and
was recently awarded a pin noting
his 50 year membership to that social fraternity.
During the summer of 1929 and
1930 , Young played in a dining
hall at Crab Orchard in Lincoln
County for $12 a week, to get the
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A familiar face at the keyboard for many campus funcdons, Young Is shown
here dckllng the Ivories at an event In ADUC. Below, he Is behind the bass
drum with the 67th Army Air Force Band at Bowman Field In Louisville.

money to finish college.
"We lived above the dining hall
in the Crab Orchard Hotel - an old
brick building that is gone today.
We got all the food we could eat
and a bed.
The professor graduated from
Cen tre in 1931 , and the next year he
became associated with Morehead
State University.
Although Young didn't start
teaching at the University itself, he
began his association with MSU as
a teacher at Breckinridge Training
school and taught there for 35
years.
While at the high school , Young
was credited for organizing the
Minstrel Club in 1934. It continued
for 29 years , until 1962 , under
Young's supervision.
Throughout his teaching days
the very distinguished looking, but
bashful professor periodically left
the campus to serve his country
and to indulge in his graduate
work.
Attending Columbia University
in New York in 1932, Young recalls
these graduate years as very exciting. "Dr. John H. Payne encouraged
me to go to Columbia University
and get my master's degree."
"I remember one day looking out
the window of one of the buildings
on campus and seeing the dirigibles hooked to the Empire State
Building," laughed the now graying political science professor.
"That was when the dirigibles were
in their heyday."
After leaving the New York university with a master's degree in
the early '30's, Young returned to
Breckinridge until 1937 when he left
for Texas. While in Texas, Young
did post-graduate work at the University of Texas. After leaving the
university he returned to Morehead
and Breckinridge, and once again
planted his roots.
In 1943 he entered World War II
and served his country for almost
four years. "I was in the special
services, a morale building group
of men that entertained the soldiers. We performed in hangers because at that time the corps known
today as the Air Force was called

the Army-Air Force.
"I was the organizer and director
for the shows. The people in the
groups tried to entertain the men
before they wound up as cannon
fodder," he said.
"The most important thing 1 remember about my days in the Army
were when 1 appeared in "All
Clear," a group of soldiers who
traveled around to different cities
entertaining troops."
"We would either travel before
the then popular show "This is the
Army Mr. Jones" or we would arrive after that performance and
supply additional amusement."
Traveling to various cities like
Dayton, Cincinnati and Cleveland
Young and his companions played
various roles - "We had to play all
ofthe women's parts ourselves," he
laughed. "You see, there weren't
any girls in our group so the guys
would have to play the parts."
Leaving the dog tags behind and
trading his army boots for civilian
shoes once again, Young returned
to the campus to resume his role as
a teacher at Breckinridge.
"When 1 returned 1 only taught
sparingly at the University. My
duties mainly were with Breck. The
one thing that I'm especially proud
of is that 1 am the only remaining
professor on this campus that was
appointed by Judge Allie Young. 1
probably owe that man a lot because he helped me get started,"
said Young.
Then in 1965 all of the hard work
and dedication came through for
the
honorable
man
from
Owingsville. That was the year that
he came to be full-time with
Morehead State College.
"Dr. Adron Doran invited me to
teach full-time in June of '65 or '66
- I'm not quite sure. If r could
sum-up my feelings about that day
it would have to be said as my most
remembered moment."
If history books were to devote a
chapter to the man it would appear
to be a very lenghty chapter. Reminiscing to the days of geometry
teaching and riding a pony to
school and ending the chapter noting that Young is the senior

Young, above In background, Is shown with a 1951 class at University Breckrlnrldge School. Below, he Is shown being recognized at Dr. Morris Norfleefs
nauguradon In September 1911.

member of the present faculty
board, having taught over several
thousand students and supervising
700-800 student teachers.
But the most interesting ink that
a person reading could devour
would be the part about George T.
Young. He has seen MSU change
from the inside beginning with his
first president, Payne, and ending
with the recently renovated Allie
Young Hall.
Above all else, you could read
why a 69 year-old professor of political science would stay and
watch seven different presidents
serve in office - It's history!
-TIM WAGNER

Trademore

Shopping
Center
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This sign, on 1-64, shown here under construction, greets
guests to Morehead coming from the west.

Much of the cash flowing from
Morehead to metropolitan shopping centers in the Lexington and
Ashland areas may soon stop . No
longer do area residents need to
take long, gas-guzzling trips to
larger cities to find the merchandise they want. The Trademore
Shopping Center, located just north
of Morehead on KY 32, has eliminated much of the traffic.
Small towns are becoming less
dependent on large cities , they are
more centralized and developing
more rapidly as rural areas continue to draw more and more people from urban centers.
Cities such as Morehead are iso20

lated to a degree and dependent to
a point on cities such as Ashland
and Lexington. Morehead is about
halfway between the two - a sort
of stopping point, and the new
Trademore Center should make it
more of one, drawing visitors and
residents from throughout the area.
Thomas Richardson , developer for
Trademore, said 34 stores and five
restaurants are available to meet
customer needs. There is a total of
221 ,608 square feet of floor area for
stores and 1485 parking spaces.
The total cost of the shopping
center, developed by Trademore
Inc., is $5 million.
Population figures show that an

estimated 86,000 people with
spending power live within a 30mile radius, the approximate area
from which the center's customers
will be drawn.
How have local merchants
reacted? Richardson said he has
had the full cooperation of area
business people.
Although driving to the center
will be less of a convenience than
going downtown, ample parking
space and partially sheltered en- \.
trances to the stores are provided.
The shopper will be able to walk
from one store to another without
being exposed to the weather.
The new restaurants will mean
something different for Moreheadians. For a change you will be able
to get food other than pizza and
hamburgers. There will be a variety
of food ranging from pancakes and
steaks to Mexican food.

Q

- eliminates those
gas guzzling
trips

Most of the stores located there
are familiar, but there are also those
independents trying to make a go of
it.
The center contains a total of 34
stores, among them: Roses, Kroger,
Maloney's, Sand T Hardware,
Begley Drug, Trademore Laundry,
Artley's, Sears Catalog Center,
Judy's, Fashion Bug, Shoe World,
Leroy's Jewelry, Leading Lady,
Morehead Music Center, Monfred
Optical, Cobbler's Cottage, Salley's
Flowers, Stuckey's, Hallmark
Cards, Goodie Hut:, Shoe Box, a
men's store, Radio Shack, a garden
center, plus a children's nursery. A
branch of the Citizen's Bank and a
self-service gas station are also located there.
There are a variety of restaurants
to choose from, including:
Windmill Pancake House, Western
Sizzler (steak house), and Taco

The Windmill Pancake House, which opened in January, was
the first business to begin catering to the public.

Tico (Mexican).
More revenue and jobs will be
generated for the area by the shopping center, but competition for the
downtown will increase sharply.
How will this affect downtown
businesses? What action should be
taken to keep the downtown alive?
Morehead
Mayor
Crayton
Jackson believes the shopping
center will be good for the community. "Of course, there will be some
businesses damaged by the shopping center," he said. "I would like
to see more people go out to the
shopping center.
"I would like to see Main Street
become more for tourists. Renova-

tion of Main Street is essential.
There is an obvious need for parking. We are in the planning stages
for some type of off-street parking
along Main Street. In the future
perhaps transportation will be provided to and from the shopping
center."
Steve Craft, owner of Judy's , believes the shopping center is the
greatest thing that has happened to
Morehead. "The selection will be
fantastic, " he says. "The area people will eat this up. You'll be able
to go and spend a relaxing evening
shopping and also enjoy a good
meal. You won't have to worry
about getting a parking place. It
21

The hardware store pictured above is a typical Trademore business. Steve
Goldberg, below, didn't move his store, Stephens, to Trademore because of
what he called the high prices involved.

will be free and this will alleviate
the worry of parking fines.
"The shopping center will murder the downtown businesses. The
problems of the downtown will induce people to go out to the shop_
ping center. There are problems in
parking, the town is dirty and there
is very little cooperation among
merchants.
"I will have to pay more to operate the store, but a greater selection
will be available. In fact, we will
have departments in our store that
were not offered in the downtown
store. My store in the shopping
center will be two and one-thirds
larger. "
Besides the abundance of parking at the new center, all merchants
belong to a Merchants Association.
This should enhance cooperation.
"The downtown is out of bUsiness," according to Craft.
Steve Goldberg, owner of
Stephens, considered moving out
to the shopping center but changed
his mind for several reasons. "I
would have to pay in excess of
$17,000 for rental plus the high
overhead would increase the prices
of my merchandise by 10 to 15 per
cent."
"I don't think that the downtown
will get killed by the shopping center. I decided not to move because
of my location near the University.
Stores like Roses and Maloney's
will hurt downtown businesses.
"I am glad to see the shopping
cen ter, because anything that
brings more jobs is good for any
area. I do predict, though, that 25
per cent of the merchants in the
center will go out of business in
two years because of the high rent
and overhead."
A spokesman for Maloney'S said
he believes that the University will
keep the downtown alive. The advantages the center has, according
to him, is the unlimited parking, a
choice of restaurants, a good selection of products, plus well known
national stores.
Dan Murray, who owns Burger
Queen, also has a new one at the
shopping center. Dan could not really predict what Trademore will
do to or for the town. "It's really

like looking at a crystal ball. The
merchants won't really be able to
draw any conclusions until this
time next year. The key to success
will be its drawing power from outside areas."
Radio Shack Manager Kermitt
Ferguson says the University and
daytime traffic will keep the
downtown alive . "The problems of
the downtown are due to little
cooperation between merchants.
Everyone thinks of their own pocketbook first," he said.
W.M. Mason, manager of Heck's,
is looking forward to Trademore's
success. "I think it will be great and
once it gets going it will really
snowball. The shopping center may
hurt the downtown to some degree,
but the town won't dry up. The potential in this section is great. The
main problems of the downtown
are parking and store hours."
Norma Caudill, manager of the
Sundry Store, has formed her opinion much like other merchants.
Caudill feels that some businesses
will be hurt by the shopping center,
but she also believes that the extra
jobs will be beneficial. "The local
people and college students will
patronize our business," she said.
Edith Black, owner of the Beverly
Shop, is all for the shopping center.
She doesn't believe it will hurt the
town. Black said local business
have just as much to offer in quality
if not in quantity. "At first businesses will feel the impact. . . The
extra competition could lower
prices. The greatest asset this town
has is the college kids," she said.
Jean Hill of Western Auto thinks
Trademore "is a drawing card
which will bring more people. The
competition will hurt at first, but in
two years the center will help all
the local businesses."
Trademore Shopping Center in
the long run will no doubt be advantageous for residents in this
area. To business owners only time
will tell. The shopping center and
town will either thrive together or
one will break the other.
The buying public will make the
ultimate decision.
- DENNIS SMITH
Photos By G.w. Sheehan
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Maloney's opened a new store in Trademore, and Steve Craft, below, manager of Judy's, moved his store to the center.

Outstanding Students
Part II

What goes through the minds of
persons who are considered outstanding? How did they get their
start, what encourages them and
what are their plans? This was on
the mind of a Parnassus writer who
talked to several outstanding students named as such by department
heads. In doing so we met with
strong values, abilities and high
aspirations - and were given a
glimpse of the blueprint to tomorrow.
* * *
It 's one thing to pick a major
"out of a hat" (probably more people than realized do it that way) but
it's another thing entirely to later be
chosen as an outstanding student
in that field. Such is the case of
DIANA HOP, now in her last days
as a two-year interior design student.
Diana came to Morehead from Ft.
Lauderdale, Fla. as her husband of
two and one-half years, Karl , had a
full football scholarship . " I was
going to work, but none of the jobs
here interested me . And, as Karl
had just one year of school left, I
decided to look over the list of
two-year programs. Interior design
was the only artistic one available
at that time. I've really been lucky
24

- I love it. I'm always reading
interior design magazines ."
According to Diana, she and her
husband agreed to stay one more
year in Morehead so that she could
finish the program. After her graduation, they plan to go back to Ft.
Lauderdale , where she says there
are great opportunities for those in
her field.
"I don't think I'd like to have my
own interior design studio. There
would be a lot of responsibility. I
would like to work for a big interior
design firm in the contract department. I'd like to design a new type
of dentist office - I used to work in
one - and do things like having
movies projected on the ceiling
while you are in the chair. There
could be Mickey Mouse films for
children and x-rated ones for dirty
old men," she laughed.
Diana says that she tries to make
every class apply to what she will
be doing in the future. "Sometimes
that's hard to do , but I always make
a hypothetical situation of how the
material would be used."
One problem that she had in a
class was giving a drawing of a
room a " 3-D" effect. "When class
ended at 9 p.m. , I still didn't have
the drawing finished . Mrs. Feledra

Dixon (instructor for the class) invited me to her apartment and there
she helped me until I had the
perspective drawing finished ." The
time was 3 a.m ., and Diana considers this the source of her inspiration. "That shows you that someone really cares. I can never let her
down."
* * *
CHUCK DONALDSON, Portsmouth, Ohio, is a senior
majoring in geography. After graduation from high school Chuck attended a university for a while and
then left to work in the Ohio Department of Natural Resources.
There he did a variety of jobs that
led him to believe that forestry is
the only work that he could be
happy in.
"I would encourage anyone who
is not sure of what they want to do
to leave school for a while , with the
assumption that they will come
back," Chuck advises . "School is a
poor place to figure out what you
want to do."
But as much as he enjoyed his
job, he wasn't entirely satisfied. "I
couldn't advance. Decisions for
what I was doing were being made
by someone else far off. I wanted '
more say so ."

At this point he enrolled at MSU.
Forest management technology
is relatively new to the United
States, Chuck says, and his goals
are to increase the spread of scientific management. "There will be
an increase on the burden of forests
due to higher population and consumption trends. We 're running
out of forests, but by management,
more can be produced in smaller
areas and wildlife areas can be like
they should be - 'w ild. No one person will make a big dent, but a lot
will. I know that I'll be one more
person pushing for this. As I see it,
if I don't someone else will - and
maybe they'll do it wrong!"
* * *
A Roscoe Playforth scholarship
recipient, "Who's Who" nominee,
Panhellic president, (and vicepresident the year prior to that
honor), member of Kappa Delta, an
honor student, on the honors committee, on the inaugural committee
. . . the list goes on and on. When
TERRI JIMISON says she goes from
morning to night, she means it.
" When I'm busy I'm organized
better than when I have a lot of free
time," the senior history major
from Blue Ash, a suburb of Cincinnati, Ohio explains.
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Diana Hop

Terri has been interested in history since high school and hopes
one day to teach the subject on a
secondary level. She has been married two years to Michael Jimison,
another history major.
Planning to attend graduate
school, Terri says that she has always placed studying first in her
list of activities . "College is too big
of an expense to float through. Students should choose what they
want to study and be happy in their
major."
* * *
GARY MATHERN of Fairborn,

Ohio, has a double major in biology
and chemistry, which he says leads
to one thing - medical school.
Gary says he decided to become a
doctor the summer after his sophomore year. Working at an amusement park in Sandusky, Ohio, he
was a ride operator and was in contact with some 10,000 people daily.
"In a situation like that you find
you either like or don't like people.
I found people to be stimulating
and interesting and that, plus the
intellectual challenge of the sciences caused me to make my decision."
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Chuck Donaldson

Gary has been accepted into medical school at Case Western Reserve University in Cleveland,
Ohio. When asked what his goals as
a d octor would be, he said " I've
been thinking about the possibilities of being accepted into
med school for three years - now
that I have been, I think I'll wait
until I get my feet wet, maybe even
muddy before I decide what direction I want to go in."
Gary is a member of the Phi
Kappa Phi, winner of the Optimist
O utstanding College Student
Award, and a part of a group that
26

wrote an over 80-page proposal that
won funding from the Natio nal
Science Foundation of Stu d ent
Originated Studies for a study on
histoplasmosis in the county courtyard. He attributes his success to
his passion for learning.
"Motivation is a personal thing,"
he reflected, "professors can be
helpful, but it is the individual who
must get motivated."
* * *
"I live in Baird." These are obviously the words of a music major,
and one who is dedicated to mu sic.
RHONDDA MAY, senior obo e

major from Ashland , fits this bill.
(The spelling of Rhondda with two
d 's is no typographical error - her
mother w as born in a valley in the
coun try of Wales called " Rhondda"
and named her daughter after the
area.)
Reared to the sounds of Beethoven and Bach , Rhondda says her
father had her listening to music in
an analytical w ay from a very early
age. At six , she began piano lesSons . " I hated it - but then when I
was eight or nine I sat down and
loved it - it w as just an overnight
change," she said . In junior high
she played flute in the school band.
" One da y m y dad said ' Why
don't you try the oboe'? and I said
'What's an oboe, daddy '? Little did
I know what I w as getting into."
Rhondda says she w ould like to
one day have a teaching job at a college, instructing private students.
Her real desires lie in performing,
and she sees herself in the future
taking part in chamber groups and
orchestral w ork.
"The future of the music world
seems in question - the average
person doesn't go see a symphony
orch estra . . . it's practically a
museum piece as not a lot of music
is written for it anymore. I spent the
summer in Asp en, Colorado , at a
summer music fe stival and I came
back optimistic. The music there is
very much alive." Looking ahead,
Rhon dda said " I have the feeling

that symphonic orchestras will last.
They may not stay the same as it is
n ow as there may be a lot of new
things that we're not use to. But
music greats such as Beethoven
and Mozart will never die."
*
*
*
Would you be comfortable rubbing elbows with scientists at the
Argonne National Laboratory in Illinois and working with them on a
computer program which does
stimualting of a neutron source? If
the answer is yes, then you must be
DONALD DOYLE, Mt. Sterling
physics major.
This is how Donald earned 15
hours of credit last semester. "I've
always been interested in science. I
like to solve problems. I hope to
one day do research with either the
government or industry. "
Donald worked during the summer as a member of a National Science Foundation research project
team that studied oil shale in
Rowan County. For his work he
won the Sigma Phi excellence in
research award.
"I want to do something to help
people - like helping with the
energy project - and this is how I
can. I'd like to make science more
personalized . Get people away
from thinking that science is something that will destroy the w orld. "
* * *
RON ST APPERFEENE , a native
of Menifee County, saw good op-

Terri Jimison

portunties in the field of industrial
education , and as a result will
graduate this spring as a major in
machine tool technology.
"There's good money in the field ,
and from what I've been told the job
market is good. I'm in the field for
the industry work - not teaching."
And work seems to be something
that Ron is not afraid of.
He has spent much of the past
years working in the Lloyd Cassity
Building. In a supervised work experience class he helped set up the
Kentucky Saw Blades Company in
Rowan County and he now hopes

to work here this summer.
In another class he was assigned
to design a protective device for
metal working machine , and he
and a friend came up with the idea
for lathe guards. Fifty of the guards
were mass produced to meet an
order by a local company - an accomplishment that stands out in
Ron's memories of college life .
"If you 're not good at something
the more you practice the better
you will get" is his attitude toward
achievement. " What you put into a
job is what you get out of it."
- KATHY PARTIN
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When a person leaves home ,
bound for college, he not only
leaves behind his family, childhood memories , and high school
days, he also leaves behind his
background of religious upbringing. Of course , not all young adults
leave a religious background behind. But some of those who do ,
and a few those who don't, come to
college and soon join one of the
many religious organizations found
here on campus.
Such was the case for Susan Curran, an MSU freshman. Susan had
intentions of being in a religious
organization, but which one she
didn't know. She was asked to
come to a concert sponsored by
Maranatha, a non-denominational
campus religious group. "I went to
the concert and really enjoyed it
and that was when I first heard
about Maranatha."
Patty Halstead, a junior, had different
plans
about
college than those of Susan. "I didn't
want to get into any kind of religious organization . . . I came here
to party and have a good time, as
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well as to learn." Patty chose .
Maranatha because that was the
place she felt she could grow into
spiritual maturity. "Now I can see
that my life has changed. No longer
do I go out and drink and party and
smoke, and first one guy and then
another. God wants us to be holy. I
wasn't holy at all. I was serving the
devil rather than him."
Ron Shackleford, a sophomore ,
had this to say about Maranatha,
"The people here are serious about
their religion. I saw something they
had that I needed. My whole outlook on life has changed, I am
Christ centered, not "Ron " centered."
Tommy Beauford, director of
Maranatha Chapel , said the students in Maranatha all seem to be
seriously involved 'with the Lord'."
His wife Sheila added, " We're here
to build God's Kingdom , not ours."
Tommy also said, "We want kids to
go out and get other people involved with Christ and all he has to
offer."
Billy Crawford, an MSU graduate
student, was swimming in the pool

one day and was looking for a place
to dry off, when someone from the
Newman Club, invited him in. The
Newman Club is a Catholic group
but welcomes anyone. Billy said, "I
like it here .. . I like the atmosphere." He went on to say he had
tried one of the other organizations
but it was too 'clicheish.' "This is a
nice place to study, we don't have
as many toys and games to occupy
our time, but rather enjoy each
other's company," he said.
Melissa Brown, a junior said, "I
feel like I'm part of a family here."
Senior Mary Ann Yagadich said,
"I came here because I had a lot of
problems. By meeting the people
here, you have someone to turn to ."
She went on to say that, "Through
student Masses you are given
stimulus to grow spiritually."
Mary Callahan, president of the
Newman Club, a senior, says she
feels comfortable with the people
there. " By being in the Newman
Club, I've had a chance to work
with different types of people, take
part in service projects in this and
surrounding communities, and

Maranatha members express their enthusiasm in their faith.

have gained a knowledge of leadership."
Another religious organization
found on campus is the Wesley
Foundation, or Methodist Organization. The Wesley Foundation has
about 80 active members. One of
them is Freshman Mary Beth Rice.
" I heard they had a singing group
that travelled around Kentucky and
sang at different churches." She
went on to say that she liked the
people here in Wesley. " I feel like
we 're all there to serve Christ as
well as have fellowship. I've grown
spiritually." She added that, "We
want people to go somewhere
where they can serve Christ . . .
we're open to anyone. "
Annette Van Hook, a freshman
said , "I felt happy and welcome .
My spiritual life has been more fulfilled."
Lori Walker said, " Wesley fills
my loneliness so I don't think of
being homesick as much." Lori is a
sophomore from Mansfield, Ohio.
" I felt the p e ople here really
showed a lot of love . . . I felt at
home. . . like I was immediately a

part of the family," she said. She
went on to say, "My walk with the
Lord has become stronger."
Reverend Bill Moore, director of
Campus Ministries said, "We visit
as many Methodist kids as possible
who come on campus . We have a
partic u lar responsibility to the
Methodist, but welcome anyone."
He w ent on to conclude, "A lot of
tim e and thought is devoted on
each students ' part. They want to
see things happen down here."
The Baptist Student Union (BSU)
has anyw h ere from 60-80 active
memb er s . Vanessa Emanoff, a
freshman , heard they had a youth
choir, and she was interested. "A
lot of p eople are really nice and
seem to be friendly. When you need
help in something or need a friend
you just know there will be somebody th ere. It 's the unity of the
kids ' , esp ecially in prayer." She
went on to say sh e meets more people on campus. " They have a lot of
get together activities ," she concluded.
Martha Minnich says .BSU gives
you an opportunity to be around

other people of your faith. Martha,
a junior, went on to say, "Through
the different programs here , I have
been strengthened in my beliefs in
God by attending BSU. "
James Terry , a freshman , chose
BSU because of his religion. " I sing
in the choir and enjoy it. You meet
and congregate with people of your
own faith," he said.
Garry Gage, director and minister
of the Church of Christ Student
Center , said , "Our activities include retreats . We visit other communities. . . it's a spiritual awareness thing." He also said that he felt
it very important to meet the individual ' s needs. The Church of
Christ Student Center has about 20
active members . " The students are
very dedicated in their work here ,"
he said. " We welcome anyone, they
are free to participate in any of the
activities we have. "
"The atmosph ere is good and
open, " say s junior Donna Rose
about United Campus Ministry. " I
don't have to pretend to be something I'm not. We 're so open. God 's
love can flow freely ."
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Right: Members of the recent Baptist Student
Union play. Middle: Homer Ledford of Winchester plays for students In ADUC. His performance was arranged by the Campus MinIsterial Association. Below: Members of the
Bal-Hal faith In a meeting.

The Wesley Foundation

Kevin Coleman, a graduate student says he , "Likes the people
around here."
"I felt like a part of the group. I
feel closer to God here ," said Tom
Kelley, a sophomore. "Knowing
people here has helped me relate to
other people outside of Campus
Ministry. "
Louise Downey , a senior said ,
"You can be you, here . .. an individual. Everyone knows you."
Perha>ps the most interesting,
unus ual, and newly found club
would be the Baha'i club. Baha'i is
a religion which began some 135
years ago in Iran. Members of this
faith call themselves Baha'is which
is a person who seeks light or
knowledge . They believe in one
God and give equal hommage to
Moses, Jesus , Muhammad, and
other "Manifestations". They also
believe that religion progressively
evolves and that Bahaullah (who

claimed he was the Manifestation),
is God's spokesman for this age.
One believer in the Baha'i faith is
Allen Riebau , a graduate student.
He said this was the first semester
for the Bahai's as a club. "We're relativel y small, numbering only
nine." He also said students and
their families can be members, but
only students can be actively involved. "Most people in the club
are Bahai's or know about the faith.
It is a worldwide and independent
religion. You don't have to be a Baha'i to be a part of the club," he
added. "We believe in scriptures of
all religions ," said Allen. He went
on to mention the singing groups
Seals and Crofts and England Dan
and John Ford Coley as being believers of the Baha'i faith.
Jill Strobel, a sophomore said,
"Their beliefs and ideas make a lot
of sense . I've learned how to communicate with other people . I enjoy

helping people and that 's one thing
Bahai's are trying to do."
"I came to Baha 'i because I
thought it was the truth. I've been
strengthened quite a bit, " said Dean
Rector, a junior. "It has given me
reasons to believe in a lot of things
and hope for the world . . . a rededication purpose. A direction of
service to God through service to
humanity."
Leigh Stewart felt like Bahallah
was a messenger from God and had
God's plan for the future. "I wanted
to help bring it about," said Leigh.
So leaving home doesn't necessarily mean leaving values, morals ,
or religious beliefs behind. It can,
mean however, as these students
have observed, there is a fellowship
organization to suit the needs, beliefs, and aspirations of almost
anyone.
- JULIE CURTIS
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Ever wonder what keeps your sidewalks clean?

Morehead' 5 Magic
Sidewalk
San Fransisco has B.A.R.T. New
York City has M.T.A. and P.A.T.H.
Lexington has LexTran. Cincinnati
has Queen City Metro. Disney Land
has a monorail. Buffalo has snowmobiles. Louisville has T.A.R.K.
and L.A.R.K. Chicago has the EL
trains. Venice has gondolas . . .
but Morehead State University has
Morehead's Magic Sidewalk System.
This reporter, in four years at this
institution, always took for granted
that there was a magic sidewalk. I
would walk on it daily to class.
Here in the spring semester of my
senior year (when the weather was
so bad), I became extremely curious
as to exactly what it was that kept
the walk free of snow and ice.
Grabbing my handy-dandy reporter's notebook, I set off toward
the magic sidewalk. It was just at
the time when the 12:40 classes
were changing, so I started pulling
people aside and inquiring to the
theory of the magic sidewalk.
My favorite of all the theories
was told by a nuclear physics professor, Dr. I. Sol Toppe. He said
there is a pipeline from the atomic
energy plant in Oak Ridge, Tenn. to
Maxey Flats , in nearby Fleming
County, transporting nuclear
waste. The pipeline happens to go
under the University's sidewalks
with radiation causing the ice to
melt.
Ron Harrell, graduate assistant in
public information, advances the
theory that graduate assistants hold

hot water bottles against the underside of the walk.
Sophomore Billy Jupiter of Smivian (he said it has his home
planet), presented two theories . His
first idea was that the sidewalk was
constructed of cement made with
particles from a meteorite. Well?
His other idea is that the sidewalk
is actually a UFO runaway. It is
coated with material that shows up
on radars in a flying saucer. Beam
me. up, Mr. Spock.
Sally Simmer, a home economics
freshman, said the sidewalk has a
special Teflon coating that doesn't
let the snow and ice stick to the
concrete.
Dr. Therm O'Stat of the Energy
Conservation Department said it
works on the same principle as a
solar panel works. When the sun is
out, solar energy is stored, and it is
released when the snow and ice
cover the sidewalk.
One of the maintenance men ,
who wished to remain an informed
source, said he had the answer.
Maintenance men hide in the
magic sidewalk tunnel so they
don't have to do any work.
Being dissatisfied with the results of my survey, I decided to go
to the library and do some research
of my own. I came up with two possibilities.
During the Sootial Indian massacre of 1581, 7,000 Indians were
buried alive in a creek bed, which
is now the same route as the magic

sidewalk. Their body heat warms
the sidewalk.
Back in the Prohibition of the
1920's, Rowan County moonshiners were forced to dump over
120,000 gallons of moonshine . It
happens that the magic sidewalk
was built over the very spot where
the white lightning was dumped.
Still not satisfied with the results, I decided to investigate the
situation first hand. I contacted the
department of sidewalk affairs and
the director arranged a tour of the
magic sidewalk.
We took a path that led from
Ward Oates Drive into the woods.
Eventually we came to a cave and
walked into it, maybe 500 feet. We
came to an elevator, which we took
down to the magic sidewalk tunnel.
Even though it was 15 degrees outside, it must have been 85 degrees
in the tunnel. My guide told me to
brace myself and then . . . violin
. . . I mean viola . . . It was revealed to me . The secret of the
magic sidewalk. I'd say maybe 200
pygmies under the sidewalk flicking their bics.
Well, anyway, I was sure glad to
find out what was really behind
this mystery. Oh, by the way, the
award for the dumbest idea of how
it works, would have to go out to
everybody who tried to tell me that
there were steam pipes under the
sidewalk carrying heat to the dorms
and other buildings.
- MITCH BLANKENSHIP
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Journalist, teacher, father.

w.
At three o'clock on Monday afternoon a rumble of activity can be
witnessed in and around the Trail
Blazer room on the third floor of
Allie Young Hall. Phones are ringing, typewriters banging, students
are planning, discussing, and arguing . It is staff meeting time for students who each week work to compose, print, and distribute MSU's
school paper, The Trail Blazer.
Presiding over this seemingly
chaotic meeting of the minds is an
unruffled mustachioed gray-haired
man who speaks in a low voice
with a noticeable Southern accent.
He seems so at home in the role of
instructor and adviser that you
might think, observing him, that he
has been a teacher all of his life.
In truth, W. David Brown, 55, associate professor of journalism and
adviser to the Trail Blazer staff, has
enough on-the-job experience behind that unassuming authority to
make aspiring, young journalism
students envious.
David Brown was born and
reared in Arcadia, Louisiana, in a
family that was politically active,
and he was a liberal at a time when
"liberal" was. still a dirty word in
the South. "I grew up with strong
feelings about government and politics," says Brown. "My father (now
a retired judge and lawyer) once
ran for the state legislature and was
beaten by a man who had been indicted in the Louisiana scandals
after Huey Long's assassination. It
was very disillusioning for me and
my feelings for government."
It was not disillusioning enough
to curb his interest in the workings
of government however. Brown
was a senior, majoring in journalism at Louisiana Poly technical
University when he was called
from the Reserves into the Army in
1943. After serving in France and
Germany he returned to the States
to earn his Master's at Louisiana
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David Brown
State University. He wrote his
thesis on the changing feelings and
attitudes he had encountered concerning civil rights in the military;
incorporating the findings of the
Doolittle Committee, which had
been set up by the government at
this time to study such problems.
In 1947, Brown was hired by the
late publisher Hodding Carter, Jr.
- his son Hodding Carter III, is assistant secretary of state for public
affairs in the Carter (no relation)
administration.
The elder Carter was editor of
one of the most innovative and influential newspapers in the South The Delta Democrat Times, at
Greenville, Mississippi. Carter was
a fundamentalist where the Bill of
Rights was concerned and was well
known for his impartial coverage of
crimes involving blacks and
whites. He won the Pulitzer Prize
for editorials he wrote concerning
racial discrimination.
"He was a leader in the Civil
Rights movement before it became
a movement," says Brown. "I was
very impressed by him and respected him immensely. I guess
you could say that he was sort of
my professional father."
Carter and Greenville attracted
numerous celebrities. "It was sort
of the cultural center of the South,"
says Brown. "While working for
Carter I had the opportunity to meet
and talk with people like Eudora
Welty, Robert Merrill, Robert Penn
Warren, and William Faulkner. I
still have a letter that Faulkner
wrote to me when I was doing a
story on him for Life magazine."
Established in his job and newly
married, Brown took leave from
Greenville and the Delta Democrat
in 1950, for another stint with the
Army after war broke out in Korea.
This time he was able to put some
of his journalistic training to work
when he was assigned as a corres-

pondent in Korea with the Third
Division Public Information Office.
"I wouldn't give anything for the
experience," he says. "I was given a
great deal of freedom to cover the
battlefront and had the opportunity
to meet and work with professional
writers and photographers from all
over the world. I gained experience
that would have been impossible to
get any other way."
Brown was back in Greenville,
working for the Delta Democrat in
1952 when he was hired by Time
Incorporated as Mississippi correspondent for its publications. He
worked for Time ten years while
continuing as state editor and later
managing editor for the Democrat,
and as a UPI "stringer." He reported on Southern politics and
politicians during the fifties and
early sixties, and covered stories
that were making headlines all over
the nation in the fight for civil
rights in the South. He investigated
and broke the first story on the organizing of the (white) Citizens'
Councils, who opposed the Supreme Court order to integrate public schools, reported the murder
and burial of three civil rights
workers at Philadelphia, Mississippi, and other aspects of the civil .
rights movement.
During this period, Hodding Carter and the Democrat Times took
the locally unpopular stand of
"pro-civil-rights" and gained national attention.
"It was a very interesting part of
the country to be in at this time in
history," says Brown. "The
changes that were taking place in
Mississippi at this time were to
have an effect on later civil rights
movements all over the country.
Someone once said that Hodding
Carter and the Delta Democrat
Times were the 'Conscience of Mississippi' during the early civil
rights struggles. I was truly privi-

leged to have worked for him and
the paper."
Brown's work for Time during
this period wasn't limited to civil
rights stories . Given a little provocation he can tell some interesting
and humorous stories about other
assignments -like the time he was
"forced" to follow Miss America
contestants around for days, getting
stories and photographs. Or the
time he was sent to British Honduras to cover a hurricane, and had
to "con" a "tipsy" military officer
into allowing him to get a freezing
ride back to the States in the hold of
a cargo plane - only to be detained
upon arrival for not having a
passport.
In 1962, Brown left the Democrat
to work for Ira Harkey, at The Pascagoula Chronicle, where he served
as editor his second year there.
Says Brown , "This was at the
time when James Meredith was
waging his battle to get admitted to
'Old Miss.' The Chronicle took a
pro-Meredith stand as violence
erupted on the University campus .
A lot of crosses were burned and
shotgun fire blasted out the windows at the offices of the Chronicle.
And there were anonymous
threatening phone calls. After a
while we sort of got used to it and
went on about our work." The next
spring, 1963, it was announced that
Harkey and his paper had won a
Pulitzer Prize and other awards.
Brown decided to leave Pascagoula after the assassination of
President Kennedy in 1963. "My
kids came home from school and
told that when it was announced on
the speaker that the President was
dead, everyone cheered. I just
didn't think it was a place I wanted
to raise my kids." (He had seven).
Before coming to Morehead in
1966, Brown spent two years at the
Louisville Times working as copyeditor. "I met and worked with a lot

- D.M. BYRD

of fine professional journalists
while there, but I had been hooked
on the idea of teaching for some
time . When Morehead contacted
me and later hired me I was
thrilled. At first I was so afraid that
I would let the students down that I
would stay up until one or two in
the morning preparing my lessons ,
but I loved it."
MSU did not have a journalism
program before Brown came 12
years ago, but the department has
now developed into one of the best
in the state. "I'm very proud of the
program we've developed here ," he
says. "We've always had fine cooperation from the administration in
helping us to get things started and

in getting equipment. We have one
of the best dark rooms in the state.
Our next direction will be 'New
Technology in Journalism' and the
students and instructors are very
excited about it. "
Brown is almost child-like in his
enthusiasm for the department and
his work. "I've always felt that
whatever course my life took was
for some purpose ," Brown says.
"And I've tried to bring all these
experiences together and use them
in my teaching. My relationship
with the students has kept me
young and open to new ideas and
challenges . I hope to be doing this
for a long , long time ."
-JOAN HALL
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- JIM ARMSTRONG

Noah Webster defines the word
conflict as "disturbances resulting
from a clash of impulses in a person
or persons. " Conflict has become a
part of the so-called "American
way." Almost every day we are exposed to some sort of conflict
whether it be serious or not. The
Red River Gorge controversy was a
serious conflict as was the bussing
issue.
In Kentucky it seems that one
major conflict follows another and
this year's seems to be the Paris
Pike, a two-lane highway that is to
be made into a four-lane.
It all began in 1973 when the u.s.
Department of Transportation and
the Federal Highway Administration proposed to make the road , us
27 and us 68, a four-lane highway
instead of the present two-lane. The
road covers 12 miles between the
cities of Lexington and Paris .
Paris Pike is a beautiful road with
its old stone fences and stately
trees. While this is overlooked by
people within the community in
the hustle and bustle of their
everyday lives, it is not missed by
visitors from other states and
abroad. They marvel at the scenic
roadway and countryside. If they
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are considering the possiblity of
becoming horse owners, or farm
owners, the beauty of the Paris
Pike, lined with scenic farms on
both sides from Lexington to Paris,
is one of the greatest inducements
to basing their horse operations in
the state, thereby aiding the Commonwealth's economy.
If you were to drive the Pike into
Paris you would find a third-class
city of 7,000 souls. Paris, a growing
community lacks a great amount of
industry. Its population has remained almost static over past
years. "It's not that Paris isn't trying, but they are limited because
there's no four-lane highway connecting us to the nation's interstate
systems," according to one Paris
merchant.
While Paris doesn't have much
industry, it is famous for one thing
- thoroughbred horses raised in
the area around the city.
The new highway proposal, described in a report by the u.s. Department of Transportation and the
Federal Highway Administration
called the Environmental Impact
Statement, says the road is to begin
at a point in existing US 27 and 68,
2,500 feet northeast of Lexington.

The first mile will require cutting
many trees. Landscaping will be a
part of the contract in order to
counteract this loss. There are a few
expensive homes on the left side,
causing the two additional lanes to
be built on the right side. This arrangement will bring the roadway
close to the Lexington Country
Club and will necessitate the relocation of tennis courts and a golf
green. Only one home will be damaged in the first mile stretch.
Since the right side is the best
place for the highway to be built,
the recommended center line lays
to the right of the existing road for
the next six miles. This course will
cause the least amount of damage
to property. Elkhorn Creek is
crossed with a dual span I-beam
bridge 60 feet by 75 feet by 60 feet.
Eight hundred feet of the creek
must be rechanneled with a new
flow-line to match the existing one.
The earth from digging the new
channel will be used to fill the old
one.
After the first six miles, the centerline will move to the left leaving
the existing highway as a service
road . This was done in order to
avoid the Antioch Christian

New road
proposal
draws critics
and fans

- JIM ARMSTRONG

Many old homes, such as the one pictured above, would be destroyed by construction of a new Paris Pike.

Church. From the eighth mile
through the twelfth, the centerline
will alternate from right to left to
avoid damage to a cemetery and to
improve the general alignment of
the new road.
As most everyone will agree,
when all problems appear to have
been solved, new ones crop up. To
avoid disturbing the cemetery,
Houston Creek must be bridged by
a three-span 50-foot-wide I-beam
bridge.
The project will end 200 feet
north of Houston Creek, tying into
the existing road at the junction of
Horseshoe Drive, almost a mile
southwest of Paris. At the end the
road will have covered 12 miles,
the same as the present highway.
The new four-lane facility with
its vertical alignments and flatter
horizontal surface will increase distances slightly, reduce traffic congestion and accomodate smoother,
safer and faster travel. Also, after a
few years, the new facility with its
four lanes, grass median, smooth
alignment and limited access
points will be proponents say, a
more attractive highway.
Not only will appearance im-

prove but property values will go
up tremendously. At this time
though, it is doubtful the existing
horse farms will sell and become
residential sites. Thus the population should not increase rapidly.
There is little chance of any impact on archaeological sites along
the new road, according to the University of Kentucky Museum of Anthropology , since the project follows the existing road. No homes or
buildings along the road are listed
on the National Register of Historical Places .
If you are now asking, "Why
don't they just leave that road alone
and re-route the four-lane?" There
are some other alternatives that
were studied :
1) Through the first mile place
the road to the southeast to reduce
damage to many fine homes. More
trees would be cut using this alternative and a golf course would
have to be redesigned .
2) Through the next five miles
continue to the southeast, where
right of way costs will be lower and
fewer persons disturbed. No great
disturbance to the environment
was anticipated in this stretch.

3) At mile seven the determining
feature was the Antioch Church,
road to be placed to the northwest
of the structure.
4) At mile eight the Hopewell
Church dictated that the road remain to the northwest.
5) At mile nine the road once
again going to the southeast to
avoid Memory Garden Cemetery.
5) Through the remaining three
miles keeping the center line to the
northwest to avoid Houston Creek
as much as possible.
On February 1, 1977 Department
of Transportation Secretary John C.
Roberts announced to the dismay of
environmentalists that he had instructed State Highway Engineer
Frank Kemper to resume buying
right-of-way for the road.
Roberts gave many reasons for
his decision , the main one being
that "the existing Lexington-Paris
Roadway is inadequate for future
traffic loads . . ."
But, no matter what the reason
and no matter how much conflict
arises, sooner or later a logical answer must be found. And so is the
case of the Paris Pike.
-MARKHENRY
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Teaching -

It Runs

Married couples teaching at
Morehead State University are
proud of their occupations and
enjoy sharing their knowledge with
students.
But isn't it hard to balance their
teaching schedules ? Are there any
conflicts? Conveniences? Inconveniences? Parnassus has made an
attempt to answer these and other
questions concerning MSU married
instructors.
Some of the couples teach in the
same building while others teach in
separate buildings and different
subjects .
For example , Joyce Chaney
teaches composition and literature
in the ~ombs Building. Rex, her
husband, is a golf coach and
teaches recreation and park administration in Laughlin.
The couple has taught at MSU
since 1961. She is a native of
Morehead, and he is from Perry
County.
"At the present time there is no
conflict with our schedules. " Joyce
said. " The administration has made
every effort to make them convenient. "
" The reason we're both here is
that MSU has the type of atmosphere that you can motivate in,"
said Rex . "This university is
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student-oriented and students are
free ."
Both Dr . and Mrs. Chaney attended MSU. Joyce Chaney was
MSU's homecoming queen of 1957.
She has also represented Morehead
in the Mountain Laurel Festival.
Both Chaneys are listed in the
Who's Who in American Colleges.
* * *
On the other hand, some couples
teach in the same building . "We
enjoy working in the same school
system and we have a lot in common because we usually have the
same students ," says Deanie
Brown.
The Browns are in the Laughlin
Health Building . She is the Women's Athletic Coordinator and volleyball coach. Dr. Mike Brown is
employed by the Health, Physical
Education and Recreation Department as a professor.
Conflicts discussed by the couple
about their schedules were few.
"She coaches in the fall and that
always throws the dinner hour,"
Mike remarked.
Both agree that weekend travel is
one of the greatest conflicts since
she is the women ' s volleyball
coach.
For the most part, the Browns
find their schedules convenient.

Both feel that they are more productive as a teaching couple.
"We can coordinate our activities
together," said Mike. Deanie admitted, "Our schedules are coordinated and we appreciate the opportunity of being able to teach together."
Deanie is from Alexandria, Ky.
Mike is from Logan , Ohio. The
couple has been at MSU since 1966.
* * *
The Whitsons, Patsy and Mont,
are both sociology instructors.
They have a differing opinion concerning teaching together as compared to the Browns. "We would
feel that it's probably not the ideal
situation for a husband. and wife to
be in the same department." Patsy
said, "But that's not the way it is
here because we are in the same
field." She admitted that "there
was a tendency for people to relate
to them as a unit instead of a
couple."
Patsy was the spokesman for the
couple, therefore, she included Mr.
Whitson's views with her own .
" There are advantages to being in
the same field. We are alert to readings that we are both interested in.
We don't teach the same classes
generally," she clarified , "he 's
more upper and I'm lower. Even

Joyce and Rex Chaney have taught at MSU since ·1961. She teaches composldon and literature. Rex Is golf coach.

though we are in the same department, we're not competitive for the
same students." Patsy added.
According to tire Whitsons, they
do not worry about getting a compatible schedule. "We go to lunch
with different people, we don't
worry about having our classes
start and end at the same time."
"We enjoy teaching as a career
because of its intellectual stimulation and the flexibility it gives for
other
opportunities ."
Patsy
. explained. "Teaching allows us to
be with people, particularly young
people," she said.
The Whitsons were originally
from Los Angeles . This is their
eighth year at MSU.
* * *
Vasile and Victor Venettozzi
have been at MSU since 1960. They
came to Morehead from Pennsyl-

vania. Mr. Venettozzi teaches English and the Mrs. is a music teacher.
Although they are in different
departments , "scheduling hasn't
bothered us at all," according to
Victor.
It appears that time would be the
biggest conflict for the Venettozzis.
"When you're teaching music, your
schedule tends to be fuller because
the bulk of your work is private,"
said Vasile . " There's always off
campus events where students
compete and that fills up my Saturdays."
However, time does not affect the
Venettozzis too much, because Mr.
"V" can cook. "My husband is such
a help ," explained Vasile. "He's a
cook and baby sitter ."
Victor admitted , "I know how to
cook and if she's not there , I start

dinner. When neither of us can be
at home on time, we prepare something the night before." He went on
to say, "We have an added advantage because our children and us
are all in school at the same time."
"When couples are teaching, it
takes complete understanding from
the family and the biggest ingredient is cooperation of the
couples," said Vasile.
"We have more of a family life
than social," Victor imparted. "We
have cultural and recreational activities, and attend a lot of school
functions, but we are mainly stayat-homes :" He continues, "We do
our jobs and draw our separate
paychecks. During the day our careers are separate."
Mrs. Venettozzi has been listed
in the World Who's Who of American Women for 77/78 in Cambridge,
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England, and is also involved in the
Who's Who of American Women
77/78.

Deanle and Mike Brown, above, both teach In the laughlin Building.
Donald Flatt, below, Is a history teacher. Carolyn, his wife, is director
of MSU's Personal Development Institute.

* * *
According to Sue Lucke, "we see
no conflicts with teaching schedules. He does his job and I do mine."
she replied. "We both have cars
and work independently because
our hours aren't the same."
Ed Lucke is in agreement with
his spouse . "It's poor practice for
husband and wife to work together," he said.
The Luckes find their teaching
schedules convenient also. "It's
convenient to be working where we
can take our vacations together."
Sue explained.
When asked if they had enough
free time, she replied, "We have an
adequate amount."
Ed and Sue Lucke have been
teaching at MSU since 1969. She
teaches dance and health and
coaches women's tennis. He is the
physical education director.
* * *
Like all other couples , Virginia
and Paul Randolph's schedules can
be convenience or a conflict. "We
just work around the hours , because mine are different." Virginia
said . "We make time to be together."
Virginia has been teaching at
MSU since 1974 . She is from
Alabama.
When asked if dinner hours were
a hassle, she replied, "We all get
involved with the cooking. The
crockpot was a marvelous invention."
Paul is a history teacher and has
been here since 1970. He is from
Bandana, Ky. "Our greatest problem is keeping everybody where
they're supposed to be when they
should be. " He said, "We have a
very busy schedule ." He explained
why this was so: "We are involved
in many things and our three children are involved in different activities."
Virginia added that they "have a
reasonable amount of free time on
the weekends," but his spare time
goes to helping her since she's
working on her doctorate.

A convenience of their teaching
schedules mentioned by Virginia
w as that "our vacation schedules
are the same." She also mentioned
h ow their different teaching areas
w ere related. "Because of my
specialization in library science in
special collections, my area of concentration goes along with his historical meetings. When he goes to
meetings , I visit the archives."
It is interesting to note that the
Randolphs met at the Tennessee
Junior College where Paul taught.
Another interesting item is that
they lived one year in Heidelburg,
Germany on a Eurpopean program.
*

*

*

Another teaching couple on
c ampus is Donald and Carolyn
Flatt. Donald is from Cookeville,
Te nnesse and is chairman of the
history department. The only conflict he mentioned was that sometimes he and his wife had problems
w ith off-campus classes.
Carolyn Flatt is from Parkersburg, W. Va. She is a director in
t he Personal Development Institute. She too finds their present
schedules suitable. "We teach the
same hours. A great deal of our
w ork and recreation is school
oriented," she explained.
The Flatts have been at MSU
since 1957.
Donald also mentioned the fact
that MSU's history department was
the host for the first time in the
statewide History Conference .
*

*

*

The Rogers family sees no conflicts with their teaching schedules.
Judy and Glenn Rogers have been at
MSU since 1973 and share the same
office. Judy's original home was
Shelby County and Glenn is from
Estill County. Both are literature
and composition instructors.
According to Judy, "Our schedules are compatible. We are a onecar family and we c~me and go together. Since we both almost teach
the same thing we can make contributions because when there are
projects, we can both contribute."
Glenn says, "Our schedules work
very well together, we share ideas,
problems and books together."

Louise and Bill Booth have been at MSU since t 910. She
teaches color and design and fashion illustration. Bill
teaches history of art.

The Rogers duo were project directors and co-sponsors of last semester's Womens' Rights program
which featured guest speakers for
or against the present women ' s
movement.
*

*

*

Louise and Bill Booth have been
at MSU since 1970. She is from
Dayton, and he's a native Kentuckian from Wallins Creek. Louise
teaches color and design and fashion illustration . Bill instructs the
history of art.
The Booth couple has resolved
their teaching conflicts. "She arranges her schedule to fill in time
gaps so we can come in and leave
together," said Bill Booth.
Bill says the reason that they
have no conflicting schedules is
because "she is a part-time instructor." He went on to say that "had
she been full-time , schedules may

have created problems ."
The real problem Bill shared was
the couple needed more time to
participate in the activities of the
campus and their departments.
Of special interest, Bill's mother
was selected as Kentucky Mother of
the Year in 1971 , and represented
the state in the New York competition. He is one of the 10 children.
In the Booth family's travels , they
have become acquainted with a
number of foreign artists.
Although some of the married
teaching instructors had minor difficulties, like dinner hours, times of
arrival and departures and small
children, the majority of MSU ' s
married instructors have no problems with their present teaching
schedules. Most find them quite
suitable and satisfactory.
- BETTY PACK
Photos By G.w. Sh eehan
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- C.w. SHEEHAN

Coach Bill Mack demonstrates free style to a class of beginning swimmers.

When you have been a clown, a
football player, a football coach, a
wrestling coach, a swimming
coach, a gymnastics coach , and a
teacher , what else is left to do?
With a career spanning from 1939
to 1978 "Coach" Bill Mack has
done all this and more.
Now you could find him in the
Senff Natatorium at MSU every
Monday through Thursday from 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. He will be walking
around the pool in a white terry
cloth robe waiting for his first
group of learners to enter his domain. A balding roly-poly man of
late years, you could not mistake
his quiet dignity and shuffling
well-balanced walk.
Senff Natatorium has been his
domain for the past 22 years. Since
May, 1956 he has taught or coached
in that building.
His string of experiences did not
start there however, but, rather it
started in 1939 when "Coach" entered MSU on a football schol42

arship. He spent three years as a
student, football player, and gymnast before Uncle Sam took him
away to serve his country for three
more years.
Though his stint in the army interrupted his academic career, it
did not stop his football playing.
He was a starting guard for the Divisional Services champs of the
Great Lakes Naval Training Center
in 1943, and was awarded a gold
football by the admiral. His coach
was none other than former great
line coach Bob Voight of Yale, who
was also his base commander.
After Coach served his three
years in the Navy he came back to
finish his BA in HPER. From there
he went to finish his masters at UK.
There he became a member of the
UK Troupers, an acrobatic group
that put on shows at halftime of UK
ballgames ~nd local carnivals.
Apparently someone thought
they were good because for a few
years he and two other men had a

traveling troup. They were booked
out of New York and Boston and
they traveled with air shows and
carnivals, playing nightclubs in between . .
"We had three acts . One was a
straight act with stand up routines,
and one was a clown act with comedy and acrobatics. The third was
our specialty. It was our pride and
joy. "
Even showbiz gets dull after
awhile so Coach moved on to
Frankfort High School to teach
physical education and coach football. From Frankfort he went to
Pikeville High School where he
taught physical education and
coached football.
"I had just come from a class at
Pikeville when Dr. Doran called me
and asked if 1 would like to teach at
MSU. At that time 1 couldn't because 1 had time left on my contract
at Pikeville, but he and 1 both
stayed with it and 1 wound up
here. "

Coach Bill Mack
Clown, teacher, football
player, coach. What's left?

When Coach first came to MSC,
as it was called then, he was an assistant football coach to Guy Penny
for three years. He also coached the
wrestling team for one year and has
done a bit of gymnastics coaching
over the years.
His big contribution to MSU athletics, however, came in 1962 when
he became the first, and at the moment, only swimming coach MSU
has ever had .
"I usually managed to get a split
on the season in the later days but
in the earlier days we were tops on
the ave."
Coach says one of his problems
was the financial situation of the
team. He only had six scholarships
to build the team with. A team consists of about 15.
"I still remember driving to
Bowling Green in a University station wagon with no snow tires in
the dead of winter and 10 or 12
fiesty boys in the back all anxious
to get there."
The swimming · team was dropped from the MSU sports roster in
1976 because of lack of funds to
make the team competitive. The
Senff Natatorium where the team
practiced and held their meets, was
not a regulation sized pool, and
Coach himself had had open heart

surgery, making him a risk to coach
anything.
His coaching years are behind
him now and he concentrates on
teaching people to swim instead of
teaching swimmers to win. Coach
claims that there is no age limit to
start teaching kids to swim. One
must be concerned with the height
of the child. If he cannot stand in
the shallowest part of the pool then
you must teach him in a one-on-one
situation and you lose time and
money, he said.
"Generally from 5 to 8 years is
the best age to start a youngster in
the water," said Mack. Coach has
several words of advice for the
young swim instructor, not the
least of which was , " keep your eyes
on the little ones all the time because you never know what they're
going to do next."
He also said to "be stern but
happy. Makes jokes and keep your
student relaxed. Keep yourself in
the deeper part ofthe pool, and just
be sure to do the best job you can."
One word that he stressed above
all else was " experiment. "
"If one method doesn't work,
keep trying different ones until you
find one that does . Be sure not to
fall into the trap of using the same
routine on everybody."

Coach is very good at following
his own advice . He has spent a
good part of his lifetime not letting
grass grow under his feet. Now he
just settles for wet feet everyday.
-

STEVE ESTES

-

ERIC NYBERG

MSU athletes: after the game, college life,
what comes next?

Where Are They Now?

Dan Swartz T
"If you could summarize some of
Morehead State University's most
memorable moments in sports history, it might go something like
this:
"It's 1946 . . . Paul Adams,
Morehead State University's third
gridiron All-American, drops back
in the secondary and intercepts his
third pass of the game as the Eagles
clobber West Liberty 26-0 on their
way to a 6-1 season, the school's
second best. . .
" On to 1956 . . . Dan Swartz,
MSU's leading scorer of all-time
has just finished his illustrious career, being named All-American for
the second consecutive season. . .
"Now it's 1964 . . . tight ball
game, Harold Sergent stops, shoots
- it's good as the super-shooting
Morehead guard has just set an
MSU record hitting for 52 points in
a single game. . .
"Finally, 1969 . . . Jim Day, a
forward-center for Morehead State
University hits for an amazing 39
points and grabs 18 rebounds to
lead the Eagles past Florida 82-73
in the first game ofthe season. . ."
The list could go on and on.
Morehead State University has
a tradition of good athletes . The
fans who saw them play remember

them well and aren't likely to forget
their accomplishments at MSU.
But where are they now?
Athletes, like many fads, are here
today and gone tomorrow. Their
feats are just a memory to most but
believe it or not, they do keep on
going after graduation. The four
mentioned above Adams,
Swartz, Sergent and Oay - represent just a few of MSU's greats over
the last 40 years. Like many
Morehead graduates, these four
eventually made it back to or near
the towns where they grew up . . .
but their athletic feats will be long
remembered.
Adams wasn't just an athlete at
Morehead . The All-American
center was also a coach at MSU for
three years. Adams' three interceptions in one game still stands as a
Morehead record but his real hon. ors came on the other side of the
field.
In 1940 he was named an AllAmerican center. Later in his career, after World War II, he was
named honorable mention AllAmerican from his center position.
"Morehead's a mighty fine
school," he said from his home in
Flatwoods, Ky. "When I played
football there I had to play both of-

... Paul Adams

fense and defense . But now the
game has changed a lot. It's like
night and day."
Adams, who spent four years in
the Marines during WWII, is a federal coordinator for the Boyd
County School system now. He 's
married with two children, one a
1977 graduate of Morehead State
University. But Adams' feats hardly
stops at playing. He took over the
coaching ranks of the Eagles in
1956 and continued at the position
through the 1958 season. In his
three years, Adams compiled a
4-21-1 record.
"Right after I got out of
Morehead, I played with the

Pittsburgh Steelers ' farm club ,"
Adams explained . " Finally , I
moved to Flatwoods here and settled down."
Adams attended high school at
Coal Grove , Ohio , across the river
from Flatwoods. He graduated from
MSU in 1946.
"Dangerous Dan" . . . that was
Dan Swartz . The All-American
selection of the Eagles in 1955 and
1956 was dangerous from anywherein the offensive court .
Swartz is the leading scorer in
Morehead State University history,
hitting for 1 ,925 points, two better
than Sonny Allen 's 1 ,923 four-year
total.
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Harold Sargent ...

Jimmy Day 'Y

"Everybody knew everybody
when I went to Morehead," said
Swartz from the Bath County Courthouse, where he is the sheriff.
"The game's changed a lot since I
played ," he continued.
The game may have changed
some since Swartz's playing days
but most of his scoring records are
still standing. The 6'4 " muscular
figure hit for 40 points or better
three times in his career at MSU.
His best game came in 1955 against
Middle Tennessee, getting 47
points.
But Swartz's senior year was one
to remember.
The Eagles had a 19-10 record
and competed in the National Collegiate Athletic Association
(NCAA) Tournament, winning a
first-round game bver Marshall before falling 97-83 to Iowa. Swartz
was outscored only twice by an opposing center in his career and was
named All-Ohio Valley Conference
twice and led Kentucky colleges in
scoring three years.
During his senior year, when
MSU had the 19-10 season, the
Eagles were 13-0 in Wetherby
Gymnasium.
" I played four years of AAU and
pro ball," he noted. "I played with
Cleveland, Los Angeles, New York
and Boston in the pros."

Swartz is married and has five
children while living in his
hometown, Owingsville, where he
was an All-State selection in high
school.
In the 1964-65 Morehead State
University basketball press guide,
coach Bob Laughlin called Harold
Sergent "One of the truly great
competitors I have had the pleasure
of coaching and as great a guard as
there is in the nation.'"
That was Sergent , MSU's sixth
leading scorer of all-time and the
record-holder of the top singlegame scorer with 52 points against
Middle Tennessee in the 1964-65
season. Sergent was also named
All-American twice and was the
"Ohio Valley Conference Player of
the Year" as a sophomore at
Morehead.
Now, Sergent has returned to his
hometown 'Of Ashland where he
works for Ashland Coal, a branch of
Ashland Oil. Sergent is married
with one child, age five. In his
spare time he is the color man for
the Ashland Tomcats' radio broadcasts on WCMI radio in Ashland.
Sergent played high school ball at
Ashland.
Upon graduation at Morehead,
Sergent played three seasons of
AAU ball for the Phillips 66ers.
"I stopped playing in 1968," he

s aid. "I thought when I was at
Morehead there always seemed to
be a friendly atmosphere around.
The people were really great. "
Although scoring was Sergent's
forte , his greatest asset, according
to Laughlin , was his take-charge
ability. "He really can see through
w hat's going on out there and has
as much overall basketball savvy as
anyone I have ever coached."
Besides his All-American selections from his guard position, the
OVC honored him by placing him
on the All-Ohio Valley Conference
team three straight years.
" I still play some at the YMCA,"
admitted Sergent.
Jim Day joined Morehead State
University's 1,000-point club in his
senior year for the Eagles. Day, who
w as seldom used as a sophomore,
came on strong during his junior
y ear and was named to the AllOhio Valley Conference team. He
repeated the honor the following
year, too.
" I had a good relationship with
Bill Harrell," said Day of his MSU
coach. " I think that basketball is
getting more physical with some
bigger and stronger kids. "
Day, however, was no munchkin.
The 6'8 " Eagl e c e nt er had a
h igh-game of 40 during his senior
year against St. Peter 's. Day aver-

-

-

Former MSU basketball standout Dan Swartz is shown here being sworn in as
Bath County Sheriff by Circuit Judge Caswell Lane.

aged 16.1 points a game in h is car eer at Morehead.
Where's Day now?
Still in basketball, of course. Day
returned to Ashland after playing
AAU ball for three years . Day was a
m ember of a National Ch ampion
AAU team. But now h e is the assistant coach of the Ashland Tomcats.
He's been coaching for seven years
in the Ashland system, the first six

'\

.i
""
BOBBY WARNER

at Putnam Junior High Sch oo l.
Day is also married .
These are just a few of
Morehead's greatest athletes. During their years at MSU som e of the
greatest moments in Eagle sports
history h appene d . M os t are ju st
memories .
Gentlemen, thanks for the memories.
- MARK MAYNARD
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Summer Tours

• • •

MSU offers a variety
for fun and credit

Have you ever dreamed of someday touring a foreign country, or
visiting an interesting city in the
United States? Your dream someday could become reality if you
take advantage of the opportunity
of joining one of the several tours
MSU is offering this summer.
Being offered are tours of
Washington D.C., the Holy Land,
Rome, Jordan, and Israel, Mexico,
Europe, and New York City. The
tours offer as many as four semester
hours credit, but they can be taken
on an audit basis.
Most of the summer tours will be
first for the University except for
the tours of Europe and New York
City, which have been offered before.
48

Last summer, from July 10 to August 1, a group of 40 persons took
advantage of the European tour the
MSU History Department offered.
According to Dr. Paul Randolph,
professor of history who escorted
the tour members, the tour was a
rousing success. Among the cities
visited were Paris, Venice, Florence, Rome, London, and Hiedelberg. The tourists included MSU
faculty members, graduate students, UK students, one student
from Centre College, one student
from Transylvannia, high school
teachers, and six non-students
from Chillicothe, Ohio. After returning to the States, members of
the tour got together for a pot luck
dinner to look at slides and pictures

they had taken and to reminisce.
Concerning the members' favorite place on the tour, Dr. Randolph
said they all thought Italy was interesting. London was a relief because they could talk to Englishspeaking people again and not just
because of the pubs. Dr. Randolph
said another favorite place of the
tour members was Heidelberg,
Germany, because the city is "colorful, friendly, and a university
town." In Heidelberg they visited
the Red Ox, an ancient student inn,
and a German "dischotek," featuring American and European popular music.
The History Department is offering basically the same European
tour offered last year, visiting the

A night time view of Heidelberg, Germany, showing a bridge across the Neckar River.

same countries and cities July 9-31.
The cost will be around $1,175 per
person. Dr. Paul Randolph is conducting the tour again. . .
If you long to vhdt an exotic, inspirationalland the tour of the Holy
Land promises to be all of that and
more. The tour of Rome , Jordan,
and Israel will last 11 days, beginning May 15. Dr. James Quisenberry,
professor of speech, and Dr. M.K.
Thomas, professor of English and
the Bible, will conduct the tour.
Dr. Quisenberry, who visited the
Holy Land 10 years ago , said he's
even more excited about this trip
than the first one because he knows
what's there. Among the sights to
be toured are the Sea of Galilee, Canaan, Jerusalem, Bethlehem , and

the Dead Sea. The cost is $1 ,297
and includes transporation, hotels ,
meals , and tips .
If you'd rather stay a little closer
to North America, a tour of
neighboring Mexico is being offered the first summer session from
June 20 to June 30 . The tour is
being conducted by Dr. J.E. Duncan , dean of the School of
Humanities , and Dr. Roger H.
Jones, associate professor of art. It
will cover central Mexico and include Mexico City and Guadalajara,
called the "Pearl of the West" . The
group will visit the pyramids of the
Sun and the Moon, larger in area
than Egypt's pyramids and built by
the Aztec Indians, outside Mexico
City at Teotihucan .

Other highlights of the tour will
include hearing various musical
performances , attending bullfights
and visiting museums, most notably the Museum of Anthropology
in Mexico City. Dr. Jones said he
thinks the students will like the
tour because of the "contrast of
modern and ancient" Mexico offers. " I'm excited about it, " said
Jones. "If I were told I could go only
one place in the world to visit, I
would choose Mexico. They are our
friends , neighbors , and they have
good food."
If you prefer a city in the U.S. and
are interested in the government's
political process , perhaps a tour of
Text condnues on P. 53
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- MITCH BLANKEN SHIP

Times Square in New York City is pictured above. At lower left is Michaelangelo's "Moses," in Rome, and at lower right
is a portion of the lie de la Cite, in Paris.
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Calvary, seen above, is also known in
Hebrew as "Golgotha," or the "Place of
the Skull." At left is the Grotto of the
Nativity, the birthplace of Christ, in
Bethlehem.
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The main gate to the famed palace at Versailles, France,
Is pictured above. At right, and also at Versailles, Is the
fountain display In Latona Basin. Below Is a Paris street
scene.
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The eastern gate of lerusalem, above, has been sealed for many years. Many people believe the Messiah will pass
through the gate upon his second coming.

the nation's capital is for you. A
trip to Washington, D.C., is tentatively scheduled during intersession, if the minimal requirement of
10 students is met. The third day of
intersession the group will leave
for Washington and the tour will
begin the fourth day. The tour will
last 17 days.
Among government facilities to
be toured are the Departments of
State, Defense, and Treasury. Also
several embassies will be toured,
including the Soviet Embassy. The
F.B.1. and the C.I.A. will cooperate
in the form of lectures and seminars. Also the tour members will
come into contact with Congress
members and will visit the Gallery
of Congress. The cost of the tour is
$350, depending on how much you

eat, and includes tuition, (in state),
food, transportation and lodging.
The tour is being conducted by Dr.
Lindsay Back, of the Department of
Political Science.
Two tours are scheduled for New
York City. One being conducted by
Dr. William Layne of the theatre
program trip will last two weeks,
during intersession with the first
week being spent in Canada, and
the other in New York City. This
will be the sixth year the theatre
department has offered a trip like
this. Highlights of the tour will be
current Broadway shows, offBroadway shows, backstage tours
of Broadway facilities, and sessions
with New York actors and directors.
Dr. Michael Biel and Gene Mur-

ray of the Division of Communications will conduct a tour of New
York City during intersession.
Highlights will include visiting all
three major television network
facilities, newspapers, TV, news
areas in particular, WaR radio , a
professional recording studio, advertising agencies and the Museum
of Broadcasting. Also there will be
sight-seeing, including Lincoln
Center, the Empire State Building ,
Rockefeller Center and United Nations facilities.
So, if you long for adventure, or
just want to widen your horizons
and get college credit too, the opportunity is waiting. There is nothing like a tour.
-

POLLY WARD
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Nationals, here we come.

Volleyball
Provo, Utah . . . it would have
been nice. Head Coach Laradean
Brown and her female volleyballers
missed going to the nationals by
one game, but the 1977 season was
far from a waste.
"It's the furthest we've ever
gone ," said Coach Brown, "the sea. son's been successful. It's a giant
step for MSU as well as us ."
The Eagles ended the year at
38-11 which included second place
finishes in the University of Tennessee (at Knoxville) Tournament
and in the KWIC state finals . MSU
wound up third in the Virginiaheld regionals, with only the first
two squads qualifying for the nationals.
Early in the season Coach Brown
believed her girls would repeat as
state champions , but a less enthusiastic finals performance
against
Northern
Kentucky
dropped them down a notch.
Second place was good enough,
though, to reach the regionals at
Madison University in Harrisonburg, Va. MSU won its' pool which
put them in the final four along
with Northern, Tennessee (Knoxville), and North Carolina.
The Eagles opened by besting
Tennessee but lost to arch rival
Northern. This set the stage for a
battle with also once beaten North
Carolina. The winner was not only
to be in the finals, but to qualify for
the nationals in Utah.
A two game to one loss completed the Eagle season. Ironically,
MSU had defeated Carolina in pool
play. Northern Kentucky defeated
N.C. in the finals.
Looking back at the season-end
festivities, Coach Brown said, "The
state tournament was disappointing. We also had high aspirations to

qualify for the nationals, and we
have improved every year. The
only step for us now is to qualify for
the nationals."
When Laradean Brown started
coaching in 1972 for MSU, women's
volleyball was a bit different. Practices were brief, and the season
consisted of about six games . Its
primary function then was strictly a
social activity. Then as volleyball
grew, coaches had to keep up with
the sport's new outlook. Mrs.
Brown started attending clinics to
develop along with the game. Her
learning experiences have paid off
as her squads have always been
over .500.
In her six years as head mentor,
Coach Brown's teams have won
two state titles , in 1974 and 1976. If
the pattern of winning the state
crown keeps at every two years ,
1978 will be very productive for the
Eagles.
Comparing this year's team with
the crown winners , Coach Brown
said, "This year's was the strongest
as far as physical ability that I've
ever had. They didn't playas well
together as past teams. "
"The first championship was the
best. The team was almost all
freshmen and very close. Debbie
Ames, Anne Knapp , and Lynn Blevins were all first year players (now
graduating seniors). They won on
guts and enthusiasm."
Continued Brown, "The 76 squad
had some new faces, Sue Caulkins
and Jane Stimmel. They helped a
great deal."
The players echo their coach's
feelings about the season.
Sue Caulkins, named to the
KWIC all tournament team, said, "It
was a hard season, but rewarding
because of the new techniques and

plays we learned."
Commented junior Linda Bates,
"It was a good season as a whole.
We had better potential, but injuries hurt us ."
Sprained ankles, bruised knees ,
and jammed fingers kept trainer!
assistant coach Patrice Sorenson
busy all season long.
"TC," said Coach Brown, "had to
tape the girls before every practice
and game . She's also in charge of
conditioning and individual
(skills) attention. She's done an excellent job, and has helped the team
tremendously.' ,
MSU's off season was limited to a
couple months to prepare for a
promotional showing. The squad
had been practicing on and off
since February for the annual National Guard Armory (Ashland)
Volleyball Tournament. State and
regional champions Northern Kentucky and Eastern are also in the
eight team April event.
Although not taking it sternly
serious Coach Brown thinks the
contest is a good thing.
"It'll present a challenge, an offseason goal. It's nice to keep in
touch with the game."
The six year head coach is losing
three starters this season, but has an
optimistic outlook on the ' 78 campaign.
" We'll be just a bit stronger this
coming season ," Coach Brown
commented. I hope our setting and
movement will be better."
Height, offense, and defense at
the net were listed as team
strengths this season, with the lack
of quickness being the weak spot.
Recruiting will be based on these
factors.
"We're secure for the next two
years ," analyzed Coach Brown.

Sue Caulkins, 12, demonstrates her all-state technique.

"The girls we have can step right
in, we won't recruit over two
players. Unless she's a standout, I'll
wait."
Such is one 5'9" 'all around
player' from Bellvue, Coach Brown
hopes to sign.
" I'm looking forward to next
year," said Bates. "The gap we had
this year will be filled, we'll pick
up the pieces. We know we can go
further, we're ready, there will be
no stopping us."
Added Caulkins, "We'll do much
better mentally, emotionally, and
physically. Being s'o close will

bring us girls closer. We know the
nationals are a reality."
To possibly prepare the girls for a
'national' trip , Coach Brown has
improved next season's schedule.
"The better the competition, the
more your own skills improve,"
explained Coach Brown. "I like to
schedule tough schools, win or
lose . When you get stung you must
realize you're not the best and consequently work harder."
"You can also pick up small things
like softness of touch (when setting) from watching super players.
It'll help our girls."

Already added to this coming
season's slate are Miami of Ohio ,
the University of Cincinnati, and a
16 team strong University of Missouri (at St. Louis) tournament.
Powerful teams played this year
were Alabama, Dayton, Mount St.
Joseph (Cincinnati) (all losses), and
Tennessee Tech.
The Eagles goal was the nationals: just a few points short. They'll
be hungry in '78 and the nationals
could become a reality.
-

MARC ZOCCOLA
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Women's basketball

Team Falls Short of Trip to Finals
Last year the glass slippered
Eagles of head coach Mickey Wells
won the KWIC basketball crown
behind freshmen Donna Murphy
and Michelle Stowers. Also back
from last year's starting squad are
guard Susan Brown and senior
center Debra Ames.
"There'll be a lot more pressure
this season. Last year we were a
cinderella team, but this year's opponents will have extra incentive to
knock us off because we're number
one," said Wells .
He added, "The kids are capable
of coping with the pressure, they
like the feeling of winning."
Depth makes MSU stronger this
year with the addition of sophomore starting guard Leigh Anna
Dunlap , a transfer from Tennessee
Tech and nine talented rookies.
Commented Wells , "We have
more team depth than ever before.
We have at least two people at
every position and three at some,
all of who can do a good job."
A loaded bench means less pressure on the sharp shooting Murphy.
"They won't be able to key on
Donna this season because we have
five kids who can put it in the basket. Anyone can also pick up the
scoring slack."
People tend to forget that Murphy and Stowers are only second
year players. They're going to improve. In fact MSU will only lose
two girls to graduation, Ames and
guard Paula Fay.
On Murphy, Wells said, "She's
by far the best in Kentucky. I
haven't seen anyone better this or
last year. The better the competition, the better she performs."
And on Stowers, he said,
"Michelle was the most consisteot
player I had last year. She had a
good shot, excellent moves, and
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deceptive speed."
Wells feels it is important to play
at their peak towards the end of the
season as they did last season.
"We want to get momentum for
the state tournament. Playing Kentucky and Tennessee Tech at the
end should make us better and
ready for it," said Wells.
MSU had its toughest schedule
this year believes Wells. Again it
will prepare the girls for the states .
"At the state level we're equal
with anyone," said the three year
Eagle coach. "It would help our
schedule if we had more money to
play the better squads."
His Eagles are good, very good,
but Wells does not think they could
match up with the likes of UCLA,
Montclair State, and Tennessee.
"We have as much ability, but
not the size. We have quickness.
What we need are larger girls, 6'1",
2", or 3", who can control the
boards. We couldn't compete with
them, not now. We might stay with
them for a half or so , but the height
advantage would catch up with
us."
MSU has an excellent team this
year, a very productive year in recruiting, yet could have been better. Wells lost 6-4 Doreen Grote to
Delta State, 6-3 Denise Curry to
UCLA, and 6-5 forward Cindy
Noble to Ohio State. The tallest
Eagle would have been Sue
Dickman at 6-1 had she not missed
the season due to a leg injury. The
distinction thus went to a couple of
five elevens, Debra Ames and
Dorothy Burk.
"We had a 50-50 chance of getting each one," Wells said. "I
thought we would get two of the
three, at least one. Cindy changed
to OSU because it was closer to
home, Doreen was offered more at

Delta State with its reputation and
national championship (76-77 season), and Denise went out west because of its program and reputation, playing in Pauley Pavillion."
All three girls are starting stars,
doing extremely well, and any two
would have made Morehead a national power, quite possibly number one.
Nevertheless, Wells is pleased
with his freshmen members and
thinks they have adjusted well to
college ball. "They're all pulling to
help each other. I think our . one
week summer camp helped. The
girls knew the place come August,
it was like being sophomores."
He added, "It's been a learning
experience, all have adjusted to satisfy me."
Guard Debbie Burk said, "College ball is much more physical.
But the more practice and playing
time you get, the more comfortable
you feel."
Said twin sister Dorothy Burk,
"It's more competitive. In high
school there are only two or three
good players , in college 12 or 15.
You play with and against the
best."
"College ball is not all one person," explained freshman Bridget
Clay, "it's team ball." "It's much
harder, you have to prove yourself
every night because there's always
someone there to take your place if
you don't play to your potential."
How does Wells explain why so
many talent-rich recruits come to
Morehead? He has many reasons.
"A lot of kids don't want to go to
a big school and become a number.
We have a 'big family' atmosphere
here . They also like the housing,
the complex reminds them more of
a bunch of hotels."
"Most of our girls are from Ken-

tucky (two from Ohio). We have
one of the best financial aid departments around. There are also
fringe benefits going to a smaller
school like practice uniforms, two
pairs of sneakers, and the like.
Many schools don't have any of
this. "
Wells does not think the girls
have the problem of getting up for a
weaker opponents.
"Women have more incentive,
dedication and desire. They give a
lot more to receive less."
If the Eagles of Mickey Wells give
all they've got they could receive
some big benefits. . . again. . . a
state championship.
- MARC ZOCCOLA

Donna Murphy, 44, becomes airborne to block a
Jump shot.

Mary Johnson, 10, and Debra Ames, 25, easily
control a rebound.
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TC the
Trainer
Takes
Time-out
To
Talk
Patrice (Ie) Sorenson, trainer for MSU's women's teams, during a
time out.

As a youth growing up in Columbus, Ohio, Patrice Sorenson was
always very active in sports. When
she graduated from high school in
1969 she came to MSU and played
for the women's basketball and volleyball teams. Now, as an employe
of the University , she is on the
other side of the fence, serving as
the trainer for Morehead's female
athletes.
As trainer, Miss Sorenson, better
known as TC (Teece), is responsible for rehabilitating members of
the women's tennis , track, gymnastics , basketball and volleyball
teams . However, rehabilitation is
not her main duty.
"I am responsible for setting up
doctor's appointments, getting injured players to the clinic, and occasionally, working with weight
control," she said.
As a trainer, TC has found that
many times rehabilitation is not
only physical but also psychological as well. "I don't treat only in58

juries. Many times a player is depressed about her injury so I have
to get her mentally ready to play
again."
TC has been MSU's trainer for
two years. She accepted the job
"out of necessity. I like my job, but I
won't do it forever. I'd like to coach
on the college or high school level
someday."
When asked about the women's
program at MSU, TC said, "The
whole direction the women's program is taking is great. It's slow, but
it should be."
She cites the lack of a certified
trainer for the women as one of the
major drawbacks. She feels a fulltime person certified by the NATA
(National Athletic Trainer's Association) is needed merely for the
benefit of the players.
"The women need their own rehabilitation facilities in order for
them to be able to relax more."
At present, all teams , except the
football team, share the facilities in

Wetherby Gymnasium.
"When the women athletes have
to take a whirlpool bath with men
walking around , they can't help but
feel uncomfortable, therefore, they
can't relax and display their full
ability." she said.
Women's basketball coach Mickey Wells agrees with TC on this
point. "Considering the facilities
and time she has, TC has done a
very commendable job." He continues, "She either needs to be
hired full-time or she needs an assistant. She has done an excellent
job, especially consideri ng the
harassment she gets from some of
the coaches ."
Miss Sorenson's salary and job
were determined in 1976 when
$12,000 was alloted to hire a women's basketball coach. Instead, the
money was split and a track coach
and trainer were hired , part-time.
However, TC's duties extend beyond part-time , due to the number
of teams she is responsible for and

the various responsibilities related
to them.
As for the facilities , TC feels that
MSU's facilities are better than
those at other state institutions.
Eastern Kentucky University and
the University of Kentucky are the
only universities with full-time certified trainers .
According to TC, the reason for
MSU's downfall in this area is a
limited budget for the women's athletic program.
Since TC has been involved in
sports most of her life, her views on
this topic are strong and welldefined. As a woman, TC feels she
should have the opportunity to
learn to coach, just as men have.
"The talent men have acquired to
know how to coach is just that, acquired. The talent was not inborn,
but it was learned . Women should
be allowed to have the same opportunity to acquire that talent. Until
that time, men should be limited to
coaching men, and women to
coaching women."
As for the coaching and training
of women, a different style is
needed. "Women are not as aggressive as men, but then again neither
are grade school boys. Women have
different feelings and needs that
the men do, and they need a coach
who can adapt to those needs."
If it seems as though women are
getting injured more, maybe because of a more aggressive style of
paly, this is not so. "Women's injuries are not more in number since
Title IX, but now, women are getting the care they need more than
they did before . In the past, the
girls' physical conditions and injuries have been neglected. That is
why I think a trainer is needed at
the high school level. For this
reason, the field for trainers is wide
open," TC said.
(Title IX states that "no persons
in the United States shall on the
basis of sex be ex.cluded from participation in, be denied the benefits
of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program
or activity receiving federal financial assistance." Passed - July 21,
1975.)

When it comes to getting along
with the coaches, like Mickey
Wells said, TC has had her share of
disagreements . But TC says,
"That's neither here nor there. A
good relationship with the athlete
is more important anyway," she
said.
As far as having problems with
the athletes, TC has had few. "The
athletes are always very receptive
and appreciative of the help I can
give them."
Of the injuries TC has seen, knee

injuries are the worst. However, she
feels, "It's not the injuries that are
so bad . It's having to watch the
athlete suffer with so much pain."
As for the personal side of TC,
she lists photography, reading, collecting frogs and advising TriSigma social sorority as her hobbies. She enjoys jogging and playing racquetball, but the sport she
excels in is talking, and everyone of
her sorority sisters can vouch for
that.
- SUSAN DAVIS
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Hey,

Herbie~

HWho me?"
Mention the words star or
superstar to Herbie Stamper and
the Morehead State standout
shrugs his shoulders and gives you
a puzzled look, as if to ask, "Who
me?" In a time of overpublicized,
self promoting college athletes,
Stamper is almost unparalleled.
"Herbie is a unique person, in
that he is so modest, yet such an
outstanding player ," said Coach
Jack Schalow, in describing his star
junior.
"For the kind of shooter he is,
he's amazingly unselfish," continues Schalow. How good of a
shooter is he? Schalow beams like a
proud papa when he says, "He's the
best shooter I've ever coached."
"Herbie's a 49 per cent shooter,
which is exceptional, when you
consider where he shoots from,"
comments Schalow as he gestures
toward the backcourt area, beyond
the free throw lane. This is the
center stage where Stamper frequently uncorks one of his
textbook-perfect jump shots.
Fresh from an All-State career
and a State Tournament appearance with his Knott County Central
team, Herbie's impact in Morehead
was immediate. In his first college
game, Stamper tossed in 25 points,
to lead the Eagles to a near upset of
nationally regarded UNC-Charlotte
and then backed that up with
another 25 point outing in the very
next game. He went on to lead the
team in scoring eight other times
and finished with an 18.0 average,
good for eighth in the league. In his
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initial campaign, Herbie notched
double figures 21 times, hitting a
high of 35 points against Marshall
and finishing as the leading
freshman scorer in MSU history. In
addition, he lead the Ohio Valley
Conference in free throw shooting
accuracy, at 85.1 per cent, placing
twelfth nationally.
"He's so team oriented, that if he
has a fault, it's that he doesn't shoot
enough,"
laments
Schalow.
Stamper, in fact, only averages taking sixteen shots per game, which
is remarkable when one considers
his scoring average.
"He's not a bit selfish," says junior teammate Brad LeMaster. "In
fact, he's one of the best teammates
you could have, we've been friends
ever since our freshman year."
In his sophomore season,
Stamper upped his average to 21.9
points per game, to lead the team
and the conference in scoring and
place thirtieth nationally. He connected on over 50 per cent from the
floor, 83.9 per cent at the charity
stripe, and finished second on the
team in assists. His season highlights included 37 points against
Tennessee Tech and an incredible
17 of 18 free throw shooting performance against Marshall. He
capped off the season by being
named an All-OVC selection.
Considering the weight of these
statistics, one has to smile when
Schalow tells you "how unselfish
he is" but the funny thing is that
it's true. Not only is he unselfish,
Herbie is downright bashful when

it comes to talking about himself.
He'd rather discuss team goals or
mountain climbing, his favorite
hobby, or even a possible future in
coaching, anything but his own career.
"I'd like to help the team win this
conference, before I get outta here,"
says the Brinkley, Ky. physical education major. "That's my biggest
goal." He is quick to point out that,
"Personal goals should be kept to
yourself, because the team comes
first."
Coming from a man who, at this
writing, is ninth on MSU's all-time
scoring list and who, if he stays
near his current pace, will have no
trouble becoming the leading
scorer in school history, these are
truly revealing statements. He practices what he preaches, because
Stamper is the epitome of a team
player. His baskets are scored
within the confines of the offensive
player, which means he doesn't
disrupt the offense and possibly
cheat his teammates out of scoring
opportunities. Whether this relates
to fitting into a family that included
three older brothers and three sisters, is debatable. but it is clear that
a truly gifted individual is sacrificing his own glory for the good of
the team, and that is what basketball is all about.
"If you're open, you get the ball,
if he's open he'll take the shot,"
says brother Joe Stamper, a member
of Herbie's previously mentioned
large family. The younger Stamper,
suprisingly does not feel the pres-

sure of being compared to his more
publicized
brother-teammate.
"Nah, nuthin' like that," replies a
smiling Stamper, "we're just
brothers. "
At the end of this season,
Stamper was leading the conference in scoring, at 24.6 points per
game, and free throw shooting percentage, 89.0, good enough for the
top ten nationally. The pre-season
All American candidate is enjoying
his best statistical season yet, but
the team is less fortunate . A number of defections left the Eagles severely out-manned and the scoring
load has fallen squarely at the feet
of Stamper.
"I don't feel any pressure, but the

losing has been the worst part of
my career," exp lains Stamper.
" Our offense is set up so that the
defense can't key on anyone
player." That has to help some, but
there is another consideration
creeping into the picture. The 6-3
guard is now nearing the time
when most college athletes begin to
think seriously about a professional
career. Here, Stamper is no different.
"I'd like to play pro basketball,"
he admits, "but there 'll be time to
think about that after the season."
"Herbie could play pro basketball," according to Schalow, "if he
can get with the right team, he

needs to play opposite a good
penetrating guard who could create
situations for him. He's got quick
hands and feet and his shooting
ability is beyond question ," concludes a smiling Schalow .
Herbie Stamper chose Morehead
State over approximately 45 other
major schools because , according
to the amiable junior, " I like the
school and the quiet little town."
This too is unusual, since it is that
quiet little town atmosphere that
turns many athletes away from
Morehead State. Maybe Morehead
State needs to recruit more people
like Herbie Stamper.
- DAVID McGEE
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Debbie Ames
- She does it all
Debbie Ames is just a bit different
than the average college athlete she does it all. Her very rewarding
MSU career will come to an end
after the track season, but not to
worry, she's got softball after that.
Ames' debut for MSU four years
ago couldn't have been any better: a
state championship in volleyball.
Ames just took it in stride.
"I was used to participating. I
wasn't as excited as everyone else,
but it was a good experience.
Basketball was next where she
was a starting forward and then
track. It was the first year Morehead
had a women's program and Ames
participated in four events - 220,
440 relay, shot put, and the high
jump. Out of four events she only
captured one individual title that of the state shot put.
It was then on to women's
softball where she played left field
for the Ashland Chargers. Ho-Hum,
a state championship.
Her sophomore year was a repeat
with a few minor changes . She
concentrated on two track events,
shot put and the high jump, repeating as state shot put champion.
Ames switched softball teams ,
playing for the Morehead Merchants. The outcome was the same
- a state championship.
The 76-77 season was very rewarding most of the year, as her
volleyball and basketball squads
won state titles . However, a broken
foot suffered in the basketball regionals caused Ames to miss the
track season. This was only a temporary setback as she was out for
softball come late May.
Not yet completed her senior
year will have to wait, although the
volleyball team went further (third
in regionals) than ever before.
Ames got into athletics at the age
of 12, running track during the
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summer months and then it was
Xenia High School in Ohio for
track, volleyball and basketball.
"The reason I play so many
sports is I like to stay active all the
time. I don't like sitting around. It
never bothers me physically, but at
times difficult mentally. Near the
end of volleyball, practice is 3 to 5,
I rest an hour and then it's basketball from 6 to 8. That's the only
time it gets hard."
Choosing MSU was a last minute
decision , she was planning on
Cedarville which was close to
home. School (MSU) started the
18th, but her softball team was in
the play-offs. Her mother got a call
from Morehead saying she'd have
to be there the next morning if she
wanted to attend. By the time
Debbie got in that night her bags
packed . Within a couple of hours
she was on her way.
Debbie has no regrets . "1m a
country person and that's gotten
me to like it down here."
Coaches and teammates are also
glad she chose MSU.
"Debbie is the only girl ever to
play three sports at MSU," said
women's athletic coordinator and
volleyball coach Laradean Brown.
"She's quite a competitor. She was
vital to us in our state championships ."
Linda Bates, Debbie's volleyball
and softball teammate said, " She's
easy to get along with; a good
friend. Debbie knows her sports
and can be an asset to any she partici pates."
Basketball partner Donna Murphy commented, "Deb has a lot of
ability. Once she puts her mind to it
she can be something else."
John High, associate director of
School Relations and coach of the
Morehead Merchants said that Debbie helped organize the team be-

cause she had contact with girls
who wanted to play softball.
"She does everything equally
well. It's an injustice, Debbie deserves more recognition. She does
things so well; her overall play
looks average, whereas in reality
she makes the hard play look
routine."
Continued High, "Debbie is a silent leader, a super athlete. She expresses herself in doing more so
than in words . . . she could play
any sport at any position she
wanted.
"MSU will lose a lot when Debbie graduates. Not only in athletics, but in her all-around presence."
Added volleyball teammates Sue
Caulkins, "Debbie is the most
gifted girl I've ever seen, but her
consistency wasn't there."
Women's basketball coach Mickey Wells said of the four year starter, "Debbie has a lot of ability but
hasn't achieved what she can. She's
a leader, easy to work with, and
never gets upset.
"Debbie's problem is that she
never gets keyed up . If she ever
does she'll dominate women's basketball. She has a great personality
and gets along with everyone."
Ames is in MSU's ROTC program
and owes Unce Sam six years after
she graduates.
"I'll probably make it a career,"
she said. "When I get in, I hope I
can get into sports, somewhere on
the 1980 Army Olympic team."
"I'd like to go with volleyball,
I'm still learning . I need more work
and more consistency."
Looking back on her career,
Ames singled out volleyball in her
first year and this season's basketball team as the most enjoyable because "everyone got along ."
- MARC ZOCCOLA

Men's basketball

A Rough Season

It was a rough season for the
men's basketball team and head
coach Jack Schalow. Six players
quit during the course of practice
and the season, some newspapers
over-publicized this fact or printed
incorrect information and it made
for an ugly situation. Schalow announced his resignation with four
games remaining in the season, the
team winless in the OVC. Although
the Eagles did not win often, they
played with a hustling and enthusiastic togetherness. It seemed
that squad unity grew when the
number of players dwindled.

Wayne Martin, an MSU graduate,
former head coach at Pikeville College and assistant at Oral Roberts
University, was named new head
coach in March, replacing Jack
Schalow who resigned.
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"Morale was great," said Herbie
Stamper. "It wasn't like that in the
beginning of the season. Every
other day you'd hear about somebody wanting to quit for one reason
or another. Get that on your mind
and it hurts the whole team."
Many of the early season losses
were decided by a few points and
height was the difference. Butch
Kelley is 6'8"; he would have
played forward for most OVC
schools but at MSU he is the only
tall player.
"We don 't have size," commented Schalow, "it's the only area
we'll be overmatched. We have
good kids who want to play, who
want to win, they have a lot of
character. "
The team's record is the worst
under Schalow, but there were
bright spots and he has learned
something from this campaign.
"John Solomon did a good job for
us. Every game he did something
better. Kenny Hicks surprised us in
rebounding, he improved with the
confidence in playing every day.
Butch Kelley improved a lot, Brad
LeMaster improved his shooting ,
and Herbie Stamper has improved."
" I'm a better coach because of the
actions that took place during the
season. If you know you've given
your best, you haven't lost. Basketball is not a matter of life and death,
I thought it was.
"My greatest ambition is to have
a team like Nevada-Las Vegas. I've
had two teams like that and I love

- DOC GIBSON

Kenny Hlc.ks, 14, leaps for a rebound, while Brad LeMaster, 35,
partially hidden In background,
looks on.

to play that way. It's fun. I've had
one in Seattle and one at Duke. One
was 23-1, the other 16-0, another
team in Seattle was 20-1 and they
all ran."
"I love it and we're going after
those type players right now. If we
can get some of the guys we've got
(in mind) we will come back and
people will love to see this type
game."
Continued Schalow, "We will go
for mostly front line players with
quickness, good jumping ability,
and a good shot."
Recruiting will be done in Kentucky, Ohio, and New Jersey which
Schalow described as a "fertile
area."
"If a player is good enough he
can play right away," explained
Schalow. This will help us in recruiting, they have a chance to improve while playing.
"It's been a long season , but
everyone has learned from it and
nothing is wasted or lost if you
learn something. "
-

MARC ZOCCOLA
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